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•

Budget shows 22 'per cent increase

.I

'

By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN
oracle staff Writer

The USF budget for this year shO\vs a 22 per cent general
increase. More teachers more graduate assistants, more
books, and new typewriter~ are all inc.luded.
·
According to Vice President for · Administrative Affairs
A. C. Hartley, ·"USF is getting a .better deal than it has in a
long time."
"PERCENTAGE-WISE, We are now up with the University
of Florida and Florida State University. We are getting more of
our needs fulfilled," he s~d.
'
"For instance," he said, "last year we ·had 844 regular faculty positions and this year we have 961. This is indicative of everything.else we're getting."
For library books USF is getting an increase of $484,400 ;~
the total for this year is $956,271. S~ary positions will increase
f.·om 98 to 105.

"The Library had a 56 per cent total increase," Hartley

said. "That includes the regular salary positions stated before,

•

1

the salaries, expenses, and money for books."
"We expect 16,743 students to .attend this year. These are
"full-time .., equivalent" students, taking at least 15 quarter
hours. All included, we'll probably have 18~000 students at USF
this year, an increase of 21 per cent."
The complete budget follows:

I

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIOA
1971 • n OPERATING BUDGET
Budgeted
1971 -72
16,210

Actual
1970-71
14,723

ENROLLMENT' :
Resident

3◄9

Cont. Ed. • Credit
TOTAL

533

15,072

16,7'3

1970•71
$14,145
5,931
14,132
7,500
1970-71
844.5

1971-72
$1,,569
6,2'2
U,556
7,385
1971-72

•Jt, Average FTE

SALAR IES:
Avg. Faculty Salary•

'

Avg. career Service Salary
Avg. A & P Salary

Budgeted Grad. Assl. Salary
INST. & RESEARCH POSITIONS
Reg Faculty Positions""
Grad. Asst. Positions
Total Academic Positions
Non•Academic Positions

960.8
78.0

37.2

Ul.7

1,038.B

249.8

275.11

• Approximate due to conversion of faculty line• lo- OPS. Average Include• 12·
month and 9-month positions.

,

•• Includes 49.3 faculty lines converted lo OPS In 1970-n end 10.0 line, requested
for conversion lo 1971·72.
INST. & RESEARCH OPS :
1970•71
1971-72
Grad. Assis.•
$ 335,500
S 652,231
Fellowships
57,456
101,196
Stud. Assis.
57,052
152,546
consultants & Recruitment

·27,000

60,340

Faculty Development
74,,99
S0,267
Faculty to OPS Conversion°
644,373
140,870
TOTAL I & R OPS
S 1,215,880
$1,157,4S0
• Includes academic ye1r and summer quarter Graduate Assistants.
•• Represents 49.3 faculty lines in 1970-71 and 10.0 fi!!ICUlty lines in 19n.12. The
10.0 lines are not firm for 1971•72 since it has been indicated that this requesf

may not be honored.
INST. & RESEARCH EXPENSE:

'1970-71

1971-72

See budget, Page 3

Davis files
SG charges

\

Ov.ercrowded dormito~ies
See story, Page Ir.

I

Bill Davis, UF Student Government (SG) senator, has
.filed impeachment charges against SG Pres. Robert Hightower
in the Student-Affairs Office and plans to file the charges at ·the
Student Legis1ature meeting Thursday at 7 p.m.
Davis said the charges are based on Hightower's refusal.to
- pay John Froines for his speech here last April.

\

The Radical Action Coalition (RAC), of ,vhich Davis Is a
member, arranged for Froines to speak and asked Hightower
for an honorarium to pay Froines. "Hightower said there was a
new policy and the legislature would approve all honorariums"
Davis said.
"The legislature approved the bill. to pay Froines," Davis
continued, "but Hightower vetoed it because former Dean of
Student Affairs Herbert Wunderlich said it was impossible for
the University to pay Froines." Wunderlich sail! since no items
for ~peakers were in the budget, the University could not pay
Ftomes.
'
The legislature then passed a statute which is binding on
SG and the administration, Davis said. Hightower has never
acted on the statute _and that is the reason for the impeachment
proceedings.
I
Hightower defended his actions saying it was legally impossible for Froines to be paid.
He said he would like to pay Froines but since no contract
was ever signed between Froines and the University, as required by law, the University could not pay him. .
Hightower said he is basing his stand on Pres. Mackey's _
legal reasoning which was asked for by SG vice president Jeff
Smith to approve the funding, but responded it was impossible
because no contract was signed.

Mackey reVeals drug use figures .
Pres. Cecil Mackey has revealed figures of students at
USF who reportedly either use or have.tried drugs.
On channel 13's "Insight" program; Mackey said 40 to 50
per cent of USF students are using s~ft drugs, such as marijuana, "on some kind of fairly frequent basis."
'

.HE ESTIMATED some · 200 to 400 students used hard
drugs. He emphasized, however, that these figures included
off-campus dwellers as well as students living in dormitories.

·Mackey ·announces n8w positions
I

By ROBERT BOYLE
Oracle Staff Writer

USF Pres. Cecil Mackey announced 116 new faculty and
111½ other new University positions in his welcome back
speech to faculty members last week.
The speech, which dealt primarily with the new budget,
drew an overflow crowd-of approximately 550 to the Theatre.
MACKEY SAID the budget was approved "with wisdom"
by the state legislature, and that USF "fared -rather well."
Of the 17 positions for campus security throughout the state
university system, all 17 were allocated to USF, Mackey said:
The new security positions created this year, "puts USF on
a comparable basis to Florida State University and the University of Florida," he said.
The breakdown for the new positions is as follows:
V" 116 for faculty
~ 40 for graduate assistants.
V" 26 for non-academic instruction and research.
V" 21 for administration and professional.
i,,, 17 for security.
~ 7½ for library.
Mackey also said that the ·average salary for faculty members rose from $14,145 last year to $14,569 this year. The average includes both nine month and 12 month faculty contracts.
However, many of the raises scheduled for this year have
not gone into effect yet, _because of President Nixon's wageprice freeze.
THE BUDGET also includes five faculty positions at $30,000
'

'

to "attract outstanding men and women" to make USF {oore
competitive_at the full professor level, he said.
. The breakdown for present ta·culty merit raises for 1971-72
was op. the basis of 70 per cent for teiiching, 20 per cent for research ·and 10 per cent for "service to the University or the
communjty."
The breakdown of the raises was designed to "put the emphasis on teaching," said Mackey, a11d ·it would be used next
year, if it works.
SOTIRIOS.BAR~ER, associate professor of Poiitical Science
and vice-president of the USF American Association of University Professors (AAUP), took issue with Mackey on the· " emphasis."
'
Barber said the AAUP knew of several outstanding teachers who either received a below average raise or no raise at
all.
MACKEY AGREED there probably were some inequities in
faculty pay, but said the administration had been advised on
the raises by the various college deans.
In other action, Pres. Mackey:
~ Pledged a new campaign to recruit faculty members
from the minority groups.
Y' Announced the establishment of a committee to "find inequiti~s and correct them where·ver they exist" in regard to·
complaints of sex discrimination.
"". Said "The Book" was nothing new, but had been written
down m one place for the first time.
V" Renewed his pledge to "make USF a drug free campus," and that the drug program "has strong student support."

Mackey said he obtained the figures in summer-long conhealth and referral services including a telephone hotline to
-ferences with a "representative" group of USF students ingive ·drug information and counseling on a 24-hour, 7-days a
terested' in implementing and volunteering to work in anti- / _,_,,_ee_k_b_a_s_l_s.______ ______ ______ __
drug programs.
These drug programs are being implemented with the
ajm of rehabilitating drug users rather than "making criminals" out of them by seeking prosecution against users.

Dean Cline quits

A MAJOR aspect of the program, Mackey said, will be to
remove «peer group pressure" to use drugs by not allowing
dormitory students who use drugs to live on campus.

over 'differences'

Attempts will also be made to rig dorms of drug pushers:
Mackey said, noting that on each dorm floor there are people
who can supply drugs or tell students how or where to -get
them.
While drug use is frequent in dorms, Mackey said it is
more widespread among students living in off-campus apartments.
OVER THE past several years, the percentage of incoming freshmen who have experienced drugs has risen , Mackey
noted .

The massive anti-drug program will include late j 10ur coffee "rap" sessions between users, faculty and staff.
In addition, the program will feature drug counseling and

Rodgers resigns;
going to A&M
Andrew Rodgers, business president of Florida A&M Uni·
manager for USF, has an- versity, Tallahassee. ·
nounced his resignation.
Prior to his 12 years at USF,
Rodgers, one of the planners Rodgers spent 19 years at the
and the original staff of USF, University of Florida, Gaineswill become assistant to the ville.

By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN
Oracle Staff Writer

Dr. Robert Cline rEfigned. Friday as Dean of the College of
Fusiness Administration because of "differences with Pres .
Cecil Mackey's administrative policies."
The resignation is effective June 1972.
"AT TfilS point Wfr have no immediate plans for change,"
said Mackey. " Dr. Cline will stay on until the end of Quarter 3
unless things develop in such a way as to make it desirable for
a change." .
Saturday afternoon Cline commented no further than "I
want to go back to teaching. Every teacher who goes into administration eventually wants to go back to . teaching. I've
been thinking this way for about two years off-and-on."
vVould he teach at USF?
· "No ... you see my field is Insurance and USF doesn't
have that in the department."
CLINE ANSWERED all other questions with "I don't think
further comment would benefit the situation, all right?"
Cline came to USF in 1966 from the University of Florida,
w\Jere he was Assistant Dean of the College of Business.
Si nce Mackey began his term three vice-presidents have
been replaced and two deans have returned to teaching.

Cline's resignation follows Pres. Mackey's recent veto of a
recommendation for appointment of ·a department chairman
suggested by a committee named by Cline. The suggested professor was a member of the nominating committee.
Mackey vetoed him bcause he did not think the committee had looked "hard enough. "
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SG reads students' Bill of Rights

•

,food services plan
beer I more hours
:for
-An ·extention of the Andros
Snack Bar operation hours
arnr the selling of beer at the
University Center (UC) cafeteria· · are among the many
changes being planned by the
Food Service chains of the
University.
'Along with the selling of
beer _a,t the UC, Eastern Food
Service is presently in the
prQcess of revamping its entiI~~-operation.
·•:We're doing everything
different. The whole place is
being _rejuvenated. The number. ·one attraction will be the
begr :<1,nd snacks that we'll run
wlth' the beer. The whole cenler,vill have a different atmo spher e to keep the kids
h~j.ipy," sa id Ray Hisey, genef1!1_manager of Eastern Food

Sentimental roses and

plates) .
At the Andros Snack Bar
the hours have been extended
to 2 a .m. seven nights a week.
The new hours will be as follows: from 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Monday through Friday, from
5 p.m. to 2 a.m. Sunday and
from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday.
"The University feels that
there is no outlet on campus
from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. With
coffee house (snack bar)
this
The Oracle was awarded an every academic year since students will have something
All-American honor rating by publication began in 1966. The, to do ," said John Lyndes, dithe Associated Collegiate Oracle has twice won the cov- rector of Saga Food Service.
Press in national competition eted Pacemaker Award from
Lyndes added that the possfor its issues during quarters the A m e r i c a n Newspaper
of showing old movies
ibility
2 and 3 of the 1970-71 academ- Publishers Association as the
different groups apof
and
best college weekly newspaic year.
for entertainment
pearing
per in the nation.
during the extended hours is
The All-American rating
Associated College Press, in presently being considered.
has been won by The Oracle
announcing the All-American
"If we can get some feedrating, said The Oracle is one
from the students then
back
of 25 college newspapers comdetermine the kind
can
hey
t
peting for this year's Pacemaker Award ,' which will be of entertainment. It is their
coffe e house, we want to put
awarded in October.
the type of program they
on
The All-American award is
Lyndes said.
want,"
based upon excellence in covAt the UC the cafeteria is
erage and content, writing
and editing, editorial leader- taking on a new look. Already
ship, physical appearance and stainless glass windows have
been installed and new "capphotography.
Editor of The Oracle during tain" type chairs have been
the period of evaluation was ordered to replace the present
Mary E llen Moore, a Mass ones.
Saga is also considering a
· Communications major of
Clearwater, who continues to fourth meal plan for Qua rter
serve in that post. Advertising 2. The new plan will consist of
managers were Jim Bass and 13 meals and runs through the
entire week.
William Kopf.
of three food lines: a fast line
(hamburgers, hot dogs, etc.),
a beer line (snacks, pizza
etc.) and a formal line (more
complete meals served on

Services.
Changes in its food distribution system are also in the
blueprints of Eastern. The
new system will be made up

Oracle named again
for All-American

If
By VALERIE WICKSTROl'tl
Oracle 51_1II Writer

When Student Government
(SG) legislators meet Thursday night one of the most important items on the agenda
will be the reading of . a new
USF students bill of rights
written by veteran SG Legislator Ben Brown.
Brown, who has served two
years as a representative and
one as senator, composed the
bill in 1968. He has recently
returned to the USF campus
as a graduate student in English, and at his suggestion, the
bill has been added to the new
USF constitution which will
be voted on by students later
in the academic year.
Selections from the bill include:

,__ DIAMOND DUOS
for both Him & Her

Mar-Jo tenants
•
a,r complaints
Residents of Mar-J o University Apartments met with Bob
Sechen, secretary of residential affairs, and two county
health officials last week to
discuss sanitations problems
and other complaints about
the apartment complex.
Following several articles in
local papers and complaints
from stuqents living in ,the_
complex about the lack o[
water and electricity in the
new apartments, Student Government (SG) members and
USF housing officials looked
into the problem.

4 diamonds

in each .. $100 ea.
Below: 5 diamonds
in each •. $150 ea.

CHARGE IT... even ii you've never had credit before!

PHIL JONES and Roy Purham, both from the health
department, spoke to the residents concerning the lack of
sanitation facilities.
Purham said an investigation showed many water pipes
were not connected to the
main street lines or the piping
was not connected in the
apartments, and that as far

IH T.l.~PA SHOP lT GOAOON'S

039 24 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING QTR.
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTME R sToqes I I'/ : ST . PETERSBUR G, CL EARWATER ."

SE~!I NOL E, BRAOEmDN . PLANT CITY ANO L.6. K~f.Att O.

5·2-06-14

.Illu strations enlarged

,

ARE THE ONLY
-_ REPAIR! WE
HAVE TO BE BETTER!!

COME TO

UNIVERSITY
AUTO REPAIR
·For Fast, Courteous
and budget minded work

PH. 971-8783
ON 30th STREET
EXTENSION, JUST
PAST SKIPPER ROAD

t

SKIPPER

N

FLETCHE~

FOWLER

Sechen said SG has been
planni~) to bring some attorneys °!: camvus to speak. on
tenants rights and that it
might be possible for the students to form a renters' association of some sort to organize and present the grievanc•
es to the owners' of the complex.

Learning Lab
sets ·Quarter 1
hours, service

The facilities include audio
equipment for 188 students,
video equipment for 49 and
closed circuit TV which can
be sent into class rooms at
the instructors request.

CARS WE

U.S.F.

I

AV.

AV.

cation, Board of Regents, the · "students sh all be free from
Administration, double jurisdiction, in discipliUniversity
faculty, staff, or student gov- nary matters."
ernment."
Section VIII guarante·e s
right to personal privaof
"the
consists
The bill, which
10 sections, also cites r ights cy" and the fir st sentence of
for establishing " a represen- Section IX reads: "Students
tative student government" in shall not be subject, without
Section III ; activity organiza- their consent, to investigation
tion and participation in Sec- or scrutiny of behavior and
tion IV; and the fac t that attitudes, which may involve

The audio is used for teaching languages. The student
listens to a taped lesson, then
has a chance to repeat it lineby-line, taping his own voice.
He can then listen to his mis·
takes which might othenvise
go unnoticed.

ANOTHER USE for the lab
is verbal testing. The instruc•
tor tapes his test, then plays
it back to the students while
in the Learning Lab. After
each question is transmitted
th~ough individual earphones,
they answer it verbally. The
instructors can then · return to ·
the lab, listen, and then grade
the tapes.
Visual equipment schedules
showings of plays, films or TV
shows needed for different
classes. They are scheduled in
advance to begin at specific
hours. The dajly schedule is
posted in the lab.

·A new service this quarter
is a tape library, operating
from the lab. Students may
check out tapes for a week,
and can renew them -up to
three times if there is no waiting list.
The Learning Lab is located
on the ground floor on the
south side of the Education
Building.

the collection of information
beyond that which directly
pertains to their academic
function and performance."
The first reading of the bill

will be Thursday night during
the first SG legislative meeting with a second reading and
discussion in next week's session.

REFLECTION
Mystical, Metaphysical, Occult, Bookstore and
Study Center

3812 Britton Plaza

SECTION I. Students shall
have the same rights within
the operations of the University as those guarante ed American citizens by the United
States Constitution as interpreted, amended and expanded by the Congress and the
Supreme Court."
SECTION. II. "S t u d e n ts
shall have the right to participate in establishing all rules,
regulations, and limitations
which affect them, and to part i c i p a t e in the policydecision-making process of
the University."
SECTION V. "S t u d e n t s
shall have the right to clear
and precise written statements of all educational policies, curricular activities, or
other regulations to which students shall be held responsible by the State Board of Edu-

Ph. 839-7390

Current Class Schedule
Mon. 9/27/71 Jungian Dream Analysis
Tues. 9/28/71 Kriya Yoga taught by
Roy Eugene Davis, 7:30
Wed. 9/29/71 Creative Writing Classes
by Mrs. Freda Routh, 7:30
Astrology Classes To Be Announced
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as they knew the sewer was
connected to all the new
apartments as of last Thursday. Isolated cases must be
called in because the depa rtment does not have the manpower to check every unit, he
said.

Educational resources has
announced n'ew services and
Learning Laboratory operation· hours for Quarter 1: Monday and Friday 9 a .m. - 5
p.m. and Tuesday; Wednesday
and Thursday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

VOLKSWAGENS
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with 4 fast-moving drive-in units. Our newly expanded 11S.ntin1(11 motor hanking
system can provide you with the most convenient facilities and the qvickelf service
ever.

(One Lane Accommodates Commercial/Business Accounts)
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MOTOR BANKING AT UNIVERSITY STATE BANK MEANS-

e
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•

Maximum Jeller availability.
Real personal service always.
Clear voice communication.
Direct visual contact.
Simple-to-use pneumatic tubes f~r
·
lightning speed.
Easy 11in" and easy 11out"traffic lanes.

Our ·new ~Sentinel" automatic drive-in units and a unique traffic lane arrangement
ma,Ce our motor banking complex the.best in the area. So, why fl'ght the traffic
hassle ••• why wait in line wasting valuable time, when the streamlined system
at ·University State BankwiU 11hreez:e" you through in no time at alJ.

We a,e ,ag,r to serve you and look forward to a drive-in visit from you at laappy
banking headquarters soon. Wouldn't we really be more convenient?

THE BANK WITH THE PhD ([elroud and [ii1appy [Qlepositors)

UNIVERSITY
STATE .BANK

FOWllRAVE. at ~th St.• P.0.Box '17744• TAMPA,FLA.33612•Phon£>813!971·S700
Mrmbt•r F.D.I.C.
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Budget

SIGNS . . .

Regu lar E xpense
Comput ing Center

$

$1 ,029,588
319,515
40,000
59,805
Sl,448,908

994,338

383,698
29,888
34,778
$1,.142,702

SUS Oceonographv
Cont. Ed .• Cred it '
TOTAL

1970-71
lNST. & RESEARCH .OCO:
Regu lar OCO
$ 710,196
• Represents funding for off-campus !ra vel tor Cont in uing

Courses.

1971-72
732.094
Educa tion Credit
$

TOTAL INSTRUCTI ON & RESEARCH'
1970•71
$14,453,875
1, 215,880
4.42,702
oro
11~u
TOTAL
$17,822.653
• Includes salaries for summer s upplement positions.
LIBRARY :
.
1970-71

1971 -72
$18,305,381
1,157,450
1,448.908
732.094
$21 ,643,$33

Salaries•
OPS
Expense

Reg. Sa la ry Positions
$

Extensi on Book OCO

621.976
29,914
39,989
60,329
471 ,871
14,711

Total
EDUC. RESOURCES :
Reg . Salary Positions .,
Regula r Sa lar ies
OPS

S1,238 ,792
1970-71
36.00
S 286,170
24,218

Expense

37.00
$

71,652

!ti !ti

,., !ti

~

JI:

!ti

TREASURE BOOKS

BOOKS .
.
By Cayce, Arthur C. Clarke,

47,970

S 430,010

Total
ADMIN. & GE NERAL:
Regular-Salary Positions
Regular Salaries
OPS

1970-71
251 .00
$2,067,030
109,907

Expense

522,836
75,298

oco

$2,775,071
1970-71
265.00
$1 ,4),785
" B.918
1,110,960
106,431
$2,657.09'
1970-71
s· 63,092
9,538
29,207
0
$101 ,837

Total
PLANT OPER. & MAINT.:
ReQ Sala ry Pos it ions
ReglJlar S2Jaries ,
OPS
E xpense

oco

Total
EXTENSION : (Non.Credit Cont. Ed.)
Salaries

321 ,321 .
20,970
74,160

Expense

oco

TOTAL

Salary
OPS
Expense

oco

TOTAL

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL BUDGET
1970-71
$1.8,922.930
1,398,375
3,217,346
1,486M6
$25,025,457

91 ,325

$3,277,721.
1971·72
282.00
Sl,725,122
-01,155.864
110,338
$2,991 ,324
1971-72
$ 80,000
20,000
50,000
0

$150,000
1971-72
$23,563,705
1.330,175
3.543,274
2,025.928
$30.463,082

New textbook store draWs
By TOl\l PALMER

During the first three days
of classes students encounUSF's new textbook store
still has problems. Although-' tered long, hot waits in lines
stretching nearly the length of
the move to its new location
the
store. Some-came to purtook nearly four weeks, it
chase books for classes only
went smoothly. Then classes
to find there were none left.
began.
THJNGS ARE BETTER
now, according to University
Book Store Administrative Assistant Gilbert Lucas. Lucas
said that business has calmed
down and pointed to the fact
that the majority of the stuSpecia l To The Oracle

JEWELRY

6904 Karen Court (Sligh & 22nd)
239-9703

.

Classified
-Ads@l
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

dents decided to buy books all
at once.
·
Shortages, he said, were
caused by increased enrollments in some sections. Lucas
informed The Oracle, however, that a telex link had been
installed in order to speed
communications to the publishers concerning this problem. Lucas estimated this
would save four or five days
in filling orders, but stressed
that much depended upon the
speed with which the publishers filled the orders .

LUTZ PAINT
&

Sl)'GARDADDY

BODY SHOP

5 lines
(31 characters/line

. __ $1.00
Additional Line -···-- .15
Repeated: 2-4 Issues _ .90*
More than 4 issues ··- .75*
•.Pers five lines (31 characters)
LAN: Phone 974-2620

"This Style and Many Others may be·Seen at
Baron's, West Shore Shopping Plaza, Tampa."

'·Bedroom, 3 bath, pool, flreploce . Priced
unde r
roplocement cost at $49,000.
988-358-4

Imperial

One of the greats from Volare.
An up-country swinger in plushy rough-cut suede,
Dyna!llite, (3C90BJ
·

~flliJ[l]fg -

I. REAL ESTATE
Home-Regency Model. 2 yrs.

old-4 BR, 3BTH. Wolk fo USF. Loi
100x230. Plenty trees. S45000. 988-3693 ,

907 EAST 129th AVE.

2. FOR RENT
'

Room for:· renf.Qulel resldenflol neigh
hood -about one mile soul
s ity nNr
Call97~.
Male SfUden
19-Room fo
condltlontd home. lmmocula!e. Fall
Winter Qlr. Phone 988-1371.

'

(·1-------'""!"""~3. APTS & HOUSES
Share expen\es • • • Waterfront home,

Paneled. A·C. Close fo USF. Good beach,

sailboat, ski-boat, seaplane on premi$es.
Call Jan. 248-5709. $75 per month.

6. MISC. FOR SALE
, Herman MIiier Chairs $60. Eames wood
and steel . contemparary design. 933--369,_

..
lllHEUS£R•TlUSClt, me•• ST. LOU(?

Thefirstma1t'Jiquor good enoogli
•to·be rn]fed l3UDWEISEL
•

10. AUTOMOTIVE

l ( ,.....

HEAVY DAY FRIDAY
BIG HAPPENING!!!

OCT~

ONE

FAR OUT

VW Bus -62-Best offer. 932-3579 2114 97th
Ave.
1965 Sports Wagon-PB , PS, AT. New
tires. New Battery. Immaculate. $795.
988-3693.
1969 Pontiac Lemans-Auto. Radio, Air,
Power Steering. Vinyl Top & Upholstery,
Bucket Seats, Console. Call 988-3912 after
5:00.

14. HELP WANTED
.
STAFF VACANCIES
The followi ng posltions are fo be filled by
non-students : Personnel Tech l'I i c i an ·
1-56968, Personnel Technician 111-$9204,
Program . Director 11-$8684 Purchasing .
Agent 1·$6552, F iscal Assistant 11-$6552,
Key punch Operat or-5'576, Receptlonl•t$3952, Cl•rk Typl<I II (OPS)-$3952, 2
Clerk Typist I- (11PM-7AM )-S3588. THE
UN IVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA IS
AN EQUAL O P P O R T U N I T Y EM·
PLOVER. For further lnfomiafion con-

tact, Personnel Service,, FAO 11, ext.
2530.
Domestic Help Wanted Cleon-minded guy
er gal wanted 1 day a ·week to clean a

cottage fhoroughly. $2 per hr. (A , to 5
hr. job) Call evenings. Saul Zachary
986-2856
Miami Herald •has roule open'ing for mature student-Def; So. Fla. Temple Ter-

race. Bond a nd desire to Increase sa res.
Excellent profit. Call Mr. K,arl -238-22-47.
College student looking lo make good

money for working one llour per day.

Call (2_15) 877-7700.
Child car e urgently needed tor 16 mth.
old son of . USF couple. Mon. thru Fri.
Prefer University area. Call 10-5 at
971~50.

DRIFT IN!,CHECK OUT OUR. • •
,

• Big On Posters • Leather
•Candles• Incense
• Lamps • Cards • Sculpture

• PLENTY OF GOOD STUFF

EVERYTHING RIGHT ON!

DON'T MISS

1S. SERVICES OFFERED
Professional typist • IBM Selectric. Will

type term papers, resumes, theses, etc.
Call 911-60,1 . II no answer, 933-4552.
Will. do baby-sitting In my home while

you study or attend classes-Mrs. Holley,

1'918 Hardy Dr. Tampa. (Lake Morley
Estates) Call 933-2202.

18. RIDES
Needed by faculty member: Ride from
Temple Terrace. 8 :30. 2 9,m. Share gas.
988-49,18

20. PERSONALS
This. ts your LE~I, store. We have denim
& corduroys 1n regulars & BELLS. Also
· boots, sh irts & Western hats. Only 10
m in. from campus. Bermax Weslern
wear - 8702 Nebraska Ave.
You' ve read the lies about Socialism;
now read the tacts. Free literature. Write

Socialist Labor Party. Box 200 BrooklYn,
NY 11202

TEMPLE
TERRACE
8872
TERRACE
PLAZA

21. N!ISCELLANEOUS
Get your Filmr- Classlcs flckets today.

Fin est series ever. Sludents on ly SS. Ctr

Desk of Philosophy Deportment Lan 259.
Used portable fypewrllers from $19 lo

S59. Underwood, Royal, Smith Corona.
Come Jn. See_tod'ey. American Typewriter

2512 E . Busch
Society of Friends (Quakers) Worship &
Di scussion. 2-it:30 p.m. Sunday at Univ.

Fellowship ChaPef. · Everyor,e Welcome!

For Sale-1971 Mobile Home. 12x60-2 Bed•

rooms-Air Cond. Separate kitchen & Din•

ing. Awn ing-Skirting-Set .up in nice park.
Call Bonnie Diaz 97◄ •2643, 626-,253.
Film• by Stan Bra khage presented by
FIim Foru m . Thu rs., Oct. 7, 8:PM Lan
103. Adm. $1. F ilins: The Weir-Falcon
Saga ; The Machine of Eden; The Alli•
mal• 01 Eden and Attor,
l

-

express the feelings o~ the
black students of the campus,
The Afro-American Society,
headed by Gary Finly, .staged
a peaceful march last week to
show that black students--:Care.
"The purpose of the march
is to wake up the administration to the problems of the
black students," Finly said. . .
The students are trying -~ get more black students, ,
more relevance to black -stt~dents and black communities, _
plus more black administrators and professors. "We wan.t·
to open the eyes, heart, ears, .
of the administrators," Finly
concluded.

52,900
469,351
1971•72
272.00
$2,345,394
96,816
744,187

$

complaints about problems

Herman Hesse, Carl Jung
CLASSES '
In ESP, Astrology, Astral Projection ·
CANDLES

oco

OPS
1971-72
105.50
$ 786,437
34,939
70,1 55
41,000
956,271
42,000
$1,930,852
1971-72

98.00

Regular Sa la r ies
OPS
E xpen1se
Regular OCO
Book OCO

~
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FREE
TO THE FIRST 100 CUSTOMERS
Have a Happy Day •••
Come to the Weary Fox for a

"HAVE A HAPPY DAY"
POSTER
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Chq.nges have been made in
student-oriented facilities on
cainpus which may demonstrate

an attitude of concern for stu-,,
dents' needs and habits.
The Andros lounge will be

open every night from 10 p,m.
until 2 a .in. Vice President for
Student Affairs Joe Howell plans
to have faculty members available for those who want informal
discussions.
Saga Food Service h a s
extended the hours of the Andros
Snack Bar to coincide with those
of the lounge. Entertainment is
being considered.
The communication with faculty and entertainment will certainly be welcomed, but it is
more important that the students
have a place to go on campus
late at night.
There are few places available
on campus for students to mingle
and talk. The Library and University .Center (UC) lounges are
fine f01' study but inappropriate
for anything more lively.
We hope that the new facility
is more than just a physical

cbauge and that improvements
will continue to be made.

.,..

-- ••• But officer, I'm only looki~g for something to eat.

Additional lounge space is
needed, especially with the new
visitation regulations. A r e a s
should be established for co-ed
studying and relaxation and open
24 hours a day. Provisions should
be made for non-students to
enter the lounges when accompanied by a USF student.
Food service on campus is inadequate. As the campus ex- '
pands, a centralized cafeteria in
the UC will become even less desirable. E very campus area
should have food service more
substantial than vending machines for the convenience of
faculty, staff, and students.
We hope students will take
advantage of the improvements
inade but will continue to make
the need for further changes of
this nature known.

Student -commentary

lessons from history
By ROBERT BOYLE
oracle staff Writer .

Recently USF President Cecil Mackey
and Vice-President for Student Affairs
Joe Howell announced to the world and
the students that they would work to
make USF a "drug free campus." It is
not an original id~a, but it is a popular
one with Mr. ·and Mrs. Middle America,
Before implementing a program of
this sort, it would be wise for them to
look at some of the examples of those
who have plowed the same hallowed
ground, or the tombstones of those they
will kill.
· Marijuana, the most used drug for
those under 30, is the most easily detected, and usually the first traget for those
eager to gain publicity by attacking the
drug "scene." The United States Army
went to work to make the Army in Viet
Nam a drug fre e organization.

SINCE "POT" was the most widely
used drug, that was where they started
and finished. The results were
staggering and sickening. GI's by the
thousands quit using the harmless, but
easy to detect marijuana, and turned to
the most deadly, but difficult to detect,
drug of all heroin.
The United States Governmen.t also
tried the same simplistic solution, and of
course they started with " grass." They
were successful in virtually closing the
borders to the normal influx of marijuana, Again, the results were staggering.

Heroin addiction zoomed. Use of stronger hallucinogenic drugs skyrocketed, and
use of heroin's closest competitor as a
killer, "speed," increased,
Authorities in the Tampa-St. Petersburg area did about the same thing. For
the past several years, and especially
during election years, they have had several "crackdowns" on drugs. Overall,
that too, has meant marijuana. Guess
what happened? \Ve have a serious heroin problem.
It appears that perhaps the police here
are beginning to realize their mistake.
They have eased the pressure off the
"jay" walker, and put it on the killer "smack." The Tampa "TIP Line" (Turn
In a Pusher) is not supposed to be used
to arrest every kid who is dealing (selling) a little "pot." It is for turning in
hard narcotics pushers.
Too many people give Mr. and Mrs.
Middle America too little credit 'for either thinking or feeling. But, they do
wake up. They did not like having their
leaders lie to them about Viet Nam, and
they aren't going to like havin•g been lied
to about drugs. There is very little difference between the two.
They woke up about a war that would
not go away, with their sons blown to
pieces in the rice paddies of Viet jNam.
They will not like it any better, when
they find out why their son or daughter
died while "main lining" in the dorm.
It is up to you President Mackey and
Vice President Howell. Repeat the mis-

~Number ..of cars increase fast,

- ~eauses , nurrierOus-, trailic probl~ms ,

0Q;\.CL E
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demic year by the University of South Flor ida, ◄202
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Student commentary-

Draft dodger ·rag

CIRCULATION RATES
Single Copy (non-students) ------------------ 10 cents
Mail Subscription, $1.50 ·tor Quarters I, II and Jti,
$1.00 for Quarter IV; $5.00 per year.
Office of Student Publications, the direclor: LAN
-472, phone 97.A-2617. Newsroom, LAN 469, phones.
974-2842 and 974-2619. Advertising, LAN 472, , phones
~
974-2620 and 974-2560.
Deadlines: Advertising, We-d neSdaY noon for in•

sertion the · following Wednesday, Requests for news
coverage, Wednesday for publication the following
Wednesday. General news, noon Friday for Wednesday publication. Classified ads will be taken 8 a.m.
to ~ p._m., Mond~y through Friday, in person or by
mail wtl_h payment enclosed. Classified ad deadl ine is
noon Friday for Wednesday publicat ion.

Once upon a time it was thought that
to be sound in body and mind was a
valuable asset. The draft has now
chalJged all of that for two generations
1
---- - - - Mary E llen Moora
Editor ---- - - -Managing Editor _______________ La urel Teverbaugh
of America's young men.
Edi torial Ed itor ______________ ___________ Eliot Safer
Avoidance of the draft has captured
News Ed itor _____ : __________ _ _ Beth Serata
Makeup Editor _________ ____ _______ Paul Wilborn
the imagination and the creative hypoCopy Editor -- - - - - - --- Vicki Smithson
chondria of America's brightest , young
Sport~_ Ed itor - -- - - - - -- Norman Googel
Walt Steiglema n
Act1v1fle-s Ed itor ,- - - - - - - - - - -minds. This conflict between .candidates
____ Helene Wiley
·
PhotograRher ___
~- ·s·;11 Kopf
_
Adv_ettising Mana_ger ·
for cannon fodder anu Army doctors .-,·
_____ Bill i Wisniewski
i _ e_us,_ne.ss .M! nager ...
ha; becom~ more ·sop ,istic te9- ·as ' tim , ·_
Qaker; ..i,.
Slal
J.:eo
~--:.,Prof,
:~ - ---:A:d1<1sor..
-t -_
";!'
~
"
~ • ~•
.!
'
' ·
goes·on.
Gimmickry has ranged from drinking
coffee all nigllt to winking coyly .at the
nearest doctor or medic, supposedly to
establish some evidence of one's homosexual fervor. Pills have been taken to
depress or _to excite -and bogus needle
marks have been produced to feign adThe Oracle welcomes letdiction.
ters to the editor on all topics.
Responding in kind , the Army examiners keep people with unusual blood presAll letters mu.st be signed and
sures a !lay or so until they normalize.
his dorm.
. ·aadressed including student
As for the supposed junkies and homosexParties are held in celebration of weak
classification. .
uals, they are sometimes inducted in
ankles and ' multiple allergies and the
order to be rehabilitated.
- asthmatic wheeze whimsicaUy. Another
Letters shou.lcl be no more
Striking bacK skillfully, some Univerfellow impatiently explains his elation at
than 100 words, triple spaced
sity of Florida psychology majors used
the discovery of a 20 per cent hearing
typewritten. The editor reclassic conditioning to create an av~rsion
loss from his membership in a rock
serves the right to edit 01·
for blood pressure testing apparatus
band.
tunshorten lettel's. L etters rewhen combined .with white medics'
Examples of this ~nd of thing are
ics . The battle of nerves and brains goes
plodendless. So, if you see a young man
,;eived Thursday will ve conon,
ding down the sidewqlks or through the
1
1idered for publication the alUnfortunately, many young men actucorridors looking downtrodden or for·
lowing Wednesday.
ally have valid medical deferments. Aplorn, chances are he's in perfect health
proximately 50 per cent of those examwith a lottery number of two digits or
ined fail. Suddenly, tJ:ie guy with the baq
less.
back and c hronic sinusitis is th!! envy of
0

something about a dangerous
situation.
er than students on the USF camThe distinction between upper
to
tried
you've
if
know
pus. You'll
and lower division studivision
or
on
qrive
or
find a pc!.rking space
dents has been eliminated in parkoff campus during a class break.
ing areas. In the interest of equaliauthe
to
-The long range answer
ty, we think special lots for faculty
tomobile problem must be to reand staff should also be eliminatmove cars entirely before the camed. Most of these cars arrive early
could
lots
Parking
pus is choked.
anyway and would not be affected,
camthe
of
corners
the
at
be-built
but opening these lots may relieve
highto
access
easy
pus, providing
some of ·the congestion at other lots
ways. Shuttle buses would move
for the benefit of all.
students and staff from the parkA traffic survey should be made
buildings.
the
to
ing areas
to determine where the most cars
.But steps are .needed now to imenter, exit and drive on campus.
prove tl1e traffic and parking situaPerhaps a plan of publicizing altion.
ternative routes and parking availability could be devised. For
example, the Fine Arts - Humanities parking lot has numerous
vacancies every day. Although it
might not be the most convenient
to where you are going on campus,
It is obvious from a quick venient, quicker and environmen- you may save time by parking
glance arbund campus that the tally preferable to the automobile. there and walking instead of drivbicycle fad of a year ago is now a
Democracy at USF
In view of the automobile · ing up and down rows, then walkpermanent institution at USF.'
ing almost as far.
September 21, 1971
congestion, bicycles should be
More people than ever have disA survey could also be used io Editor:
encouraged. They take -less
covered that pedaling around camplan for the future, determining - A new era of deinocracy has come to ·
space for operation and parking
pus is more economical, more conthan cars and the investment the · the need for additional parkipg USF. We no longer differentiate between
areas, traffic conh'ol devices, -or 4pper and lower level students in parkuniversity will have to make for
ing lots ..
even a new road.
facilities to handle bicycles is
It's too bad this democracy doesn't
Students and staff should help extend to other areas of the University ·
considerably less.
by using car pools when possible
- the Staff and AdministraA superhighway for bicycles is and carefully observing traffic reg- community
·
tion.
soon to be constructed on campus. ulations.
Beverly H. Lapinski, 4 EDA
This will be a tremendous imCongress has again passed leg- provement for the bike rider who
islation authorizing the Selective has had to swerve to avoid people
Service System to reinstate draft on the sidewalks, plow across
calls. After President Nixon signs grass, and dodge cars in the
the bill, drafting will probably re- streets. But the path does not prosume in November.
vide easy access to the dormiAmong many provtsions in the
tories, the Business-Social Sciencenew law, one should give college Language-Literature area, and
By MARK LEVIN
students reason for alarm. It au- forces bicycles to take a circuitous
I have been asked many times this week, why I have creatthorizes the end of student defer- route around campus instead of
ed The Forum, The answer is simple. A paper needs more than
ments.
cutting diagonally across.
news and advertisement. It needs someth1ng to entertain, to
. The regulations have not been
think about, and to have a person-to-person humanistic commuBopefully the bicycle path will
issued but Selective Service offices
nication.
be expanded and improved to inir( Tampa and St. Petersburg
these areas.
clude
Poetry, short stories, song lyrics and even a good joke now
agree that students who have not
then can accomplish these things. So the Forum was creatand
each
at
provided
racks
Covered
been granted a deferment would
each week it will be created over again. The Forum is
And
ed,
of
use
the
spur
help
would
building
not receive one. They aren't sure if
you, the USF students and teachers are the
coluinn,
the
not
·
,
from
them
protecting
by
bicycles
those with deferments would be alyour column, create it.
Itis
column.
real
lowed to keep them. That would be the deteriorating effects of weathan administrative decision, not er. The covering should be reasonBring contributions to Language-Literature Building LAN
subject to Congressional approval. ably inexpensive and easy to con469 or mail them to LAN, Box 1;!8, USF, Tampa, Fla, 33620.
struct.
; It is little consolation that the
ntlmber of inductions is expected
As the number of bicycles conEQUINOX II
continue to decline and that tilmes to grow, conflicts between
tnere is talk of creating a volun- them and automobiles are inevitaDay echos dark
to lands
. ble. Just as bicyclists should rete·er army.
- the equinox arrives
beneath the world.
f It is sad and ironic that the spect pedestrians, motorists should
bringing autumn,
Above, men joke
d:mntry which stresses the value of watch for bicycles on the campus
premature farewell
of falling leaves
e!iucation as a national goal seeks streets.
to red-tint days ,
and wait for night.
They may be the future transt$ stop the education of some citThe fiery eye slides south
ROD BROOKER
portation at USF.
. granting grace
iiens through conscription.
It seems that cars increase fast-

_W,e urge strong enforcement
of traffic regulations, · including
removing illegally parked vehicles. As tight as the parking
space availability is, there is no
excuse for parking where other
traffic is delayed. Too many cars
have been left on the side of the
streets where they block other
cars.
Speed limits should be strictly
enforced, especially in areas with
heavy pedestrian traffic such as E.
Holly Street and Maple Street between the Gym and Business
Building. Let's not wait until there
is a serious accident before doing

Pedal pushers _here to stay

Draft legislation,
hits' education

The Forum

to

'

.

paid at Tampa, Fla.

By TO!'tl PALMER
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takes of the past, and push heroin on
your. students or admit you cannot have
a drug free campus.
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SMC plans fall action
Fridiy night marked a continuation of a series of events
beginning the fall offensive
fot USF's Student Mobiliza:tion Comittee (SMC).

\

Featured speaker Jerry Gordon, of the National Peace
Action Coalition (NPAC) emphasized the progress his organization had made in get-

SG schedules ·first
legis.lative meeting ·
Student Government (SG)
representatives and senators
will hold their first meeting of
Quarter I in University Center
(UC) room 252 at 7:30 p.ip. tomorrow.
SG Vice-President J e ff
Smith will preside O{'er the
weekly meetings most of
which are open to USF sludents.
Among the items on the

agenda is the new student
constitution which includes a
new student's bill of rights by
Ben Brown, as well as a reapportioq_ment of commuter,
residential, and college representatives.
Any SG legislator who has
net reported should contact
the SG offices in UC 219 before . the meeting tomorrow
night.

Securit}' to . crack ·down .
on USF ,traffic violatio

ting the support of organized
labor. He cited a protest by
the AFL-CIO the day before in
,
Detroit when President Nixon
spoke to bUsiness leaders.
HE ADDED that both the
Washington, D.C. and the
Minnesot.a AFL-CIOs' had
By VALERIE WICKSTROM
Literature Building," Security cles on sidewalks. "Most:~t\!;
voted for "immediate and unSpecial To The Oracle
Chief
Jack Prehle told The dents don't realize that .it . is .,
conditional withdrawal from
The USF Security force will Oracle.
against traffic regulations ·to
Southeast Asia." He also menbegin cracking down on trafMotorcycle, car and bicycle chain bicycles to trees, poles,
tioned that 160 trade union
fic and parking violators this
decals for commuters, USF or other stationary building
leaders· were s u p p o r t i n g
w~ek, with the issuing of camresidents, staff, and faculty article11 other than designateq
NPAC's program to end the·
pus ' vehicle registration deare expected by the end of . bicycle racks."
war.
cals.
this week, " However," Prehle .,
According to Gordon, a re"Because we have received reminded, "The stickers we . The only other traffic probcent poll sho·ws that 88 per
relatively few decals, it has have received have been in · -!ems the chief has noted in . cent of the _American people
be_en almost impossible for· se- piecemeal packages and we the first two busy weeks of
are dissatisfied with the pres- ·
curity police to issue tickets have only promises as to their school are the "traffic lighterit ratE!' of withdrawal. He
to traffic violators who, for arrival. Only promises."
ers" coming from Fontana
cited three problems, howevthe past week, have been
Hall and the off-campus stuer, which have kept many
parking in unauthorized lots,
One of the biggest problems dents (high school-age) who
American anti-war groups
in streets, and in back of the the force is encountering is comprise the majority of all
disjointed.
newly-constructed Language- the parking of student bicy- traffic violations so far.
First is the idea· that the
war is "winding down." Refuting 'this idea, Gordon cited
the incr~ase of bombing last
'
I
year. He called the bombing
of North Vietnam last week as
the heaviest since 1968. He informed the audience that
215,000 troops are still in Vietnam and a residual force of
50,000 will probably be there
Jerry Gordon .
indefinitely. ,
.
spoke
at
an SMC rally this past weekend.
EXPANDING ON this point,
he said Nixon ,~11 not get out
unless the people force him.
He charged. that · the main
reason for involvement is still
'
Vietnam.'s strategic position
in relation to the protection of
\
U.S. business interests in that
Scientists in the fields of
. THE NSF WILL pay for the
part of the world. • ,
_
mathmatics; physics, chemis- cost of economy-jet round-trip
\
Second among the problems try, and biological -and engi- air transportation ' from the
c o n f r o n ti n g the anti-war neering sciences being ll_.S. permanent resident to the
movement is _the disagree- cijizens can go to France for host institution . This also inment over tactics. He said, study and research.
cludes plane fare ·for spouse
"NPAC and the People's CoaEligible professors· a r e or child who will stay with the
lition for Peace and Justice those with a
· ·, ,,'. ··
doctoral degree awardee.
Round .trip air trans. from New York City
have agreed to hold only or its equivalent. Foreign
The
CNR
will
furnish
3,000
pcpmass, peaceful, legal demon- fessors in the
United States francs to. 5,000 francs depend2. hotel accommodations.
strations between now and with a permanent
residential ing on the research expeti'
Nov.'- 6." He emphasized that status are not eligible.
ence,
the
number
of depen-.
'·
no civil disobedience of any
3.
Round
trip transfers between airport and y<;>ur
dents and cost of living in the
type was planned.
PROFESSORS can attend location where he works.
ski resort.
His last point was the con- any non-profit French institu- Travel expenses around the
troversy between those who tions_of higher education.
surrounding area will . be dewant to set the date and those
The exchange visit is be- termiped by · ti}e host ·instituwho want immediate with- tween five and 15 months. tion.
·
drawal. "Immediate with- Any shorter or longer visits
Interested persons can- condrawal is the only way," he and extentions shotild be ap- tact the NSF by writing to the
said. "We won't rely on any proved by- the host institution. Division of Graduate EducaYour On-Campus Travel Agen,cy
phony politician's promise."
This program will be funded tion in Science, ·NSF, 1800 G
Turning to other issues, by two organizations, the Na- Street, N.W., Washington,
, *based on affinity group of forty.
Gordon war!]ed the audience tional Science Foundations , D.C. 20550 by Nov. I , 1971.
not i:o be intimidated by the (NSF) and the National CenFor more information con"red-paiting" carried on _by ter
(CNRS).
Literature
105. of Sponsored ,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
i'or Scientific Research tact
.the Division
the local press.

.US·F HOLIDAY

...

SKI PACKAGE

Scientists trave1 to France
for new exc:ha,:,ge program.

12 DAY SKI PKG.

IN FRANCE

Departing De~. 31.

*

s29900

' 1{

A Euro Interna tional F.ilm in Color from New ~ine Cinema

Medea._Maria Callas' first dramatic movie.
Directed by Pie~ Paolo Pasolini.
, SOUTHEASTERN U.S. PREMIERE
WED. and THURS., SEPT. 29 & 30
7:00. & 9:30 p.m. LAN 102, Tickets $1.50
USF Students $1.00

ADM102
AMERICAN OVERSEAS.TRAVEL' CORP.

Ph. 974-2695

VII-A MIN5

•
VITAMIN A25,000 USP UNITS - Fish Liver Oil Capsules
TOTAllY NATURAL
CALCIUM., NATURAL BONE
Processed from pure natural veal bone. An excellent primary so_urce of Calcium, Phosphorus and Vita1
min D. Six tablets daily furnish one gram of Calcium and 400 USP Units of Vitamin D.
MINERALS • ORGANIC
A specific mineral complex featuring 60 mg. of Iron, with Iodine, Calcium and Phosphorus in a special
Montmorillinite base.
PANTOTHENIC ACID - 100 MG• TABLETS
This B Complex Vitamin is absolutely essential in sound nerve transmission.and operation of the GI
tract. It is the centerpost of a well publicized "rejuvenation cocktail". ·
SUPERMAN - POWDER
Another one of our exclusives. FA.ST WEIGHT GAIN for very real scientific reasons. Fast•- Safe -Satisfying results. Mix with milk for a delightful and truly effective drink. Each prepared beverage provides
2286 calories.
CITREX PLUS
I
'
This
is
the
"Mount
Everest" in the C . Complex field.
I
PROTEIN 97 • BERRY FLAVORED TABLETS
This crunchy, berry flavored Protein supplement is the ideal for the weight watcher and ~thlete. Conve- ,
nient to use at all times and places, each tablet contains 516 mg. of 97% Protein.
KELP TABLETS
-Kelp and Pacific sea lettuce. ·e ach natural tablet supplies 0.15 mg, (150%) of adult daily Iodine re•
quirements.
GLAND PROTEIN 100 - POWDER
.
.
· Thi~m'o st unusual product featurps a uniquely high 95% t:ictivitywith NO "economy" vegetable Protein
whatsoever. Made entirely from glandular products SlJch as the caseinates, liver; pancreas, heart,
whole mammary, duodenum, etc., its Amino Acid distribu ,on is of the absolute top in biological value.
This product is our fastest growing for the competitive body-builder. Ble_!lds easily into milk or juice contains no carbohydrates.

. Cl

SAFFLOWER CAPSULE-$
T·he standard 1150 mg. capsule which ·recently was..introduced into broad use as an aid in specialized
.reducing diets.
'

- ".

'GREITHER'S HEALTH 'TEAS

"HEALTH FOODS

CEREALS
CANDY
,-APPLE JUICE

VOGUE INSTANT VEGE BASE•
a blend of organically grown vege.tables to use is soups, gravies, meat,
eggs, chees~, veget~bles, and party d ips.
PICK-UP -a natural fruit ~ar that gives you energy.
SUNRAY PRUNES•
Organically grown, extra large.
DRIED. CHOICE BANANAS •
\
.
A tasty snack from-unsprayed trees, ready to eat
ROLAND SKINLESS and BONELESS SARDINES•
Dietic, without salt added for lqw sodium diets. ·
GOLDEN KRUNCH Gourmet style cereal..
RO LAND DRIED PINEAPPLES •
Whole slices naturally denydrated with no preservates added, eat as a
snac k or mix with other foods.
ORGANIC FARM CHEDDA CHEESE made from organic raw milk, aged over 60 days.
FLORADIX FORMULA Natural foo'd supplement with organic Iron, Yeast, Herbs, 'fruits and
Honey. Helps prevent ·Iron deficiency.
I
810-SNACKY •
Grow your own health foods at home.

'

MAL-VA BEVERAGE•

.

100% Flores Hi bi sci Peppermint/Linden - Blend of Herbs
RUBY RED -

A mixture of Flores Hibisci, apples, blackberries, rose bips and spices

FENNEL/HERB -

;f'.

,.

100% Fruit, Folniculi.
ROSE HIP/HERB •

'

a blend of Rose hips and Hibiscus

BREAKFAST BEVERAGE -

,

M~de of various flowers, Leaves and Spices.

I]

Li

CAMOMILE/HERB -

100% Flores Chamomilla
PEPPERMINT/HERB -

100% pure
GOOD EART_H APPLE JUICE -

JUICES

r.,

Delicious blend of unsprayed tree-ripened apples
ALICE VALENTINE PRUNE JUl~E •

Organic l 00% pure. Unfiltered.
ORGANIC FORMS NATURAL SPRING DRINKING -WATER• '
Naturally i)etter.
DANDELION BLEND Instant coffee of Dandelion Rood, Barley and Rye.
I

•

lo

)

:;
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DePie~a outlasts Brooks;
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O'Brien strong;
.

,

s off
'pay
tegy
Hertz' stra
.

.

USF .takes :two ·
Coach Da n Holcomb, though ·
pleased with his team's victor y", concerned himself with
the Brahman's weaknesses:
"I was disappointed in their
first goal (St. Leo 's) ; it'was a
lapse in defense."
He reflected, "The problem
in soccer is that players have
a tendency to watch the ball
A.111ue.
and not see players coming up
; Max Kernick, wl)o sparked behind them. "
. J he _B rahm an defense, analyzed .
"WE'R,E NOT quite making
their style of play: " In the an effort to support the guy
:first two quarters we usually with the ball," he said.
;s:Iominate the game, while
Sean O'Brien headed in the
:Playing at only three-quarter s other goal against Dade on a
:Vace. But when they score we corner kick.
:have to pick it up."
On Wednesday USF defeat: "BUT IF we let down ed St. Leo, 5-1. Sean O'Brien
against Air Force or St. Louis scored two goals in the second
; ve ·won't be able to come : quarter and one in the third.
'back against them ," he -said. Tom Ratz and Greg McElroy
- Miami-Dade North scared
the Brahman boaters momentarily ·Saturday when Joseph
lilernard evened the game ih
• _
:the third quarter. '
.,!.But USF bombarded Dade's
defense in the last quarter,
.with ' Sean O'Brien heading in
the - tie-breaker on a perfect
corner pa~s from George Un-

,.

added the other two in the
second and fourth quarters respectively.
Sean O'Brien leads the
team in scoring in regµlar
season play with five goals.
Gavin Turner and Larry
Grellner follow with two
_aP.iece.
GOALKEEPING duties will
probably be divided between
Gary King and Ken White.
Florida Presbyterian can•
celed their soccer schedule,
leaving USF an opening Oct.
2. Coach Holcomb is trying to
substitute a match with .University of Florida's Soccer
Club.

course, out-distanced FSU's
Bobby Brooks, who ran · a
21:01 and Del Ramers, with a
21:08.

man ," he said.

USF's Coswell D I? P i e z a
nosed out Bobby Brooks to
lead the Brahman'i, to a brilliant 33-23 upset of FSU on
Saturday.

Hertz' strategy of 'bunching' his runners together
worked almost to the letter.
USF's Mike Godey, Bob
Brost, Mike Ogle, and Bruce
Wilkenson 'hunched' together
to take the fourth through seventh places respectively.
Carlos D e P i e z a, who
clocked a 20 :57 on the 4-mile

"We · clobbered them," exclaimed Coach Hertz.
·"We would have been satis_fied if DePieza had ' split them
(Brooks and Ramers) but we
were hoping he would beat
them, Hertz said..

The Daytona Beach Invitationals, originally scheduled
for this Saturday, -have been
cancelled. However, Coach
Hertz is organizing an open
meet to be held at USF's
course at 11 a .rri. Saturday.

1~---_-_-:_-_-:_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:.,-_-_-_-_-_-_-:.,-_-_-:.,-_-__- ___

"Bruce Wilkenson ran a
fantastic race for a fresh-

l

Bell
Bottom

USF's Rick DeNike fights for ball

~
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Golf Equipment Priced
· Your Pocket
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ga, due to illness, left to return to home last week.
special To The oracle
In - addition to last years "South Florida is going to
have the strongest swimming strong returqing team Coach
· team in the nation," predicted • Grindey has recruited good
Coach Robert Grindey, '/Ev- back-up as _weH as primary
erything is 'go' for the USF · swjmmers. ·
George Keenan, a former
swimmers."
With a team of eight swim- tei in-mate of Mike Koechler.
mers last spring the Brah- from .Evanston, _Illinois, was a
mans took second place at the ' long distance swimmer in
nationals in Springfield, Mass. hi~h school in the 200 and
Ricke Morehead now , holils'. · 400-yard freestyle.
FRED FRITZ, a breastrokthe national record in the
200-yard breast stroke for col- er from Boca Raton High,
lege division with a time of swa!J.l 100-yard· breast and the
individual medley-relay.
2 :14.94.Mike Burgess, from Venice,
·
.
~ast
~M
,
~
R~TURN~
years team - 1s . Ricke Mqre- Florida was a member of the
By JEAN HARMAN·

1818 E. Busch Blvd.

' ·C...' WHO'S A GOLF

USF strongest in -Nation,
.says swim coach Grindey

c;\.".s

-

;~,.

A new and welcome addition. to the swimming team,
Rico Maschino, the 1970
NCAA l~m~ter diving champion, will be returnigg as a
full-time ·g.raduate student and .
will coach diving.
Swim practice began last
Monday, in the N&tatorium .
The ',team will be practicing
.
' week
day from 3-5 p.m.
every
Grin.dey urges anyone interested ln swimming to contact
him. ·

~he Owne rs Of

·Mason Trading Co.

.-· in keeJ?ing.w ith th~ir_high standards ofpre_dsi.on..a:nd acc;.uracy1 now ;.
an nounce a date for thefr previously.'proclaimed .

.

Grand Opening
Oct. 2, 1911,
Sepcial: King Size Waterbed

$2500
· . 2.0-year Guarantee
Partake of free refreshm ents as you meander around the various a-1d
sundry headgea r - posters - black lights ~ artisan craftwork ,v,aterbeds and accessories,

Two Locations
11706 . Florida Ave.
' 1550 Fowler Ave.

-'Golf

933-455 2

971-686 1

ct.
tryouts·• ·O"

Tryouts for the USF. Golf
team will begin Oct. 2 with 72 .
hole.s ( being pJayed on the
weekends of Oct. 2-3 and 9-10.
All interested should sign up
in the qolf Course Pro Shop.
The low ,six qualifiers from
the 72 holes-will then compete
against the scholarship golfers and last year's varsity.
USF Golf Coach-Wes Berner
said, "Right now· we have no
golf team. We have eight boys
on scholarships, but whoever
plays the best will make the
team."
Returning from last year's
team, which included a tie for
sixth in the NCAA Na tional Invitational, are Bob Dudley,
Brian Hawke, Tom Knapp, ·
Vince Head and Pat Lindsay.

from

3.99

team.
Though each of these swimmers has previously made a
mark in one area, Grindey
has not decided where anyone
wili'be swimming .is yet. ,

He,b '"""' sw;m Cl•b ~,
Jre I,ewkm,ira,
OO d ward,
st
swam \Vith Morehead and SteW
John
evens,
: · · · · · '. · lAYAWAY. TRADE-INS . There are 13 meets sched'
'
John Fellm_an, Mike Koechler ' vens:
. .
for the season, including
uled
area
Bay
Tampa
top
,..
·.I\
·
_::G::_:r.::_eg~O::::r_::te::_·
:
·
_::d::Y.:.
:
ar
~~iiiii.iiiiiii iii.iiiiiiiiii.i iiii~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~.:a.'..'.:nd ~D::,:e:::an ~•_H~
swimmer, Mike Sheffield, will two invitational meets along
be joining the team from King with t_he Nationals.
This year's meets are priHigh school. As ~ member of
TemP.le Terrace Swim Club marily out of state and away
qe h~s been well known for , meets.
Nationals will be held in
his sprinting. ·
KAI WARREN, a long dis- Lexington, Virginia a t Washtance swimmer from Boca ington and Lee University in
I Ciega, will also be joining the March.
BANKAMERJCARD

JEANS

.

GIANT
Cl iff's Notes are grea t any time you
need help in literature! We
recommend buyi ng early so that
you can use them as you st ud y

. SELECTION FOR
:
:
:
•

•the assigned play or novel and as

!

a hel pful review prior to exams.
Gel th e Cliffs Notes you need
today. You'll see why they're the
preferred study aid of millions of

:
:
:
•

students nationwide. (P.S.) If your

GUYS AND GAL$
Sizes 26 to 38

:

dealer's out of a titl e. he can get :
another fas\ with Cliff's "Hot Line". , :

.M

A~

~

.

MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE

:

•

.£C.l~f(~~~a.tiL .~
Hurly 200 tilles'-alYiays mil1ble
w~erem baoks m sold.
mb
Dnly

Sl

:
:

...
...

1...·~~

N. 30th Stree ,
cross from Busch Gardens

2

''Lindsay really. never got
;;tarted last year," said Ber. ner, "but he 's been playing
real well lately and should be
tough this year."
New prospects include Gary
Stauderin~n; who played basketball last year for the Gold· en Brahmans, · and freshman
·
Steve Gechlik.
The season begins in February with. the Florida Intercollegiate Tournament in Winter
Haven.
. Coach Berner added "the
boys have been working hard
all summer to get their games
in shape. Wi~h a· year's experience, <1,nd the fact that we
have a lot.. of Jine golfers on
canipus, we look for a very
successful season."

Skinny ·
Rib Knits
Sweater
'Knits

PRESENTING.
THE GREATAMERICAN·
TACO:
~

'

.

.•

..

[The Cheeseburger that goes Crunc,,,h!]
. Of course it's a taco.
But some people still have to
be convinced.
At TACO BELL, w_e use top
ingredient s like mild Wisconsin
cheddar cheese, pure Kansas City
beef, golden Iowa corn and crisp
California lettuce.
· And ole!
The great American taco.
Or, if it pleases _!ou, the

.
.
cheeseburger that goes ctunchl'
Crunch a couple with your
favorite soft drink and you've
bought a very delicio.u s, very
nutritious meal.
For a good deal less than a
dollar.
And -now that your mind is
open, there are over 40Q TACO
BELL Restaurants to ,!erve yqu.
How can y_ou miss?

,

Make An Appointment
•

-·

.

.

.

PICTURES TAKEN U.C. 204
9 A.M. -6 P.M.

MON. THROUGH·· FRI.
OCT.4-14

TACO BELL-;
LA N4 72

2921 Busch Blvd.
Tampa, Fla~
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Six testing dates scheduled
for Graduate Record Exams

51 profs get promotions
Promotions for 51 USF pro- pes, Manuel Vega and Donald Mathematics and Business
Admini tration have each
fessors have been announced Wyly.
by Carl D. Riggs, . newly apTwo professors, William added 10 new faculty mempointed vice president for aca- Blount and Mitchell Silver- bers, the College of Education
demic affairs at USF. The man received promotions to five, and both the Colleges of
promotions are e f f e c t i v e associate professor for re- Engineering and Language
Quarter 1.
search. Both are with Insti- Literature, one.
Those promoted ,to full pro- tute III at USF.
THE FLORIDA Board of
Those promoted to assistant Regents approved tenure for
fessorship include: Melvin Anderson, Joseph Bent I y, professor are: Harriet Deer, 35 USF faculty members and
Charles - Bosserm_an, David Alan Eaker, Warren Hamp- confirmed the chairmanships
Clement, Cecil Currey, Robert ton, Martin LaGodna, Van of two departments at the
Ellis, Miles Hardy, Bozidar Phillips, .Joy Rahn and Stuart University.
'
· ' Muntyan, George Pappas, Silverman.
Dr. Walter _E. Afield was
Lawrence Ricker, Henry RobMORE TBA!"\' ~ new proertson, Stuart R o t h w e 11, fessors and research special- named chairman and profesJames Sherman, and Frank ists have been added to the sor of the department of psychiatry and Dn Gilbert Kush~
Sistrunk.
USF faculty, to meet antici- ,ner was appointed chairman .
PROMOTIONS to associate pated enrollment growth this of the department of anthroprofessor include: Edward year and bolster the academic pology.
Billingsley, John Camp, programs.
Faculty members granted
The School of Medicine's
Roger Cole, Stanley Deans,
Lawrence.
William Deyo, Victor Drapela, faculty additions f e a t u r e tenure include:
of
group
the
in
prominently
Erwin
Harold W. Hawkins,
Johanningmeier, Roger John- distinguished educators. Of
' son, George Jurch, John Law- special .recognition are: Louis
rence, Shwu-Yeng Lin, Rich- R. Nelson, M.D., director of
ard Mansell, Manoug Manoug- the Vivarium and professor of
-ian, Marcus Mcwaters, Doug- Medic"ine; . Rudolph J. Noer,
las Nelson, Dennis Parr, John _M.D., professor of- surgery;
· Ratliff, Jerald Reynolds, Gary and Richard G. Van Sickle,
Richardson, Edward Saff, associate professor of psychiCharles Smith, Patricia atry.
The Colleges of Social SciStenberg, James Swanson,
WiJ-!js Truitt, Nicholas Tser- ences, N a t u r a I Sciences-------------USF's · participation in
the United Fund drive was

United Fund
drive opens
on campus

r----------~-~----~-~
! Jraternitp . ·
I
I
f

launched today.
USF is cooperating with
36 coinmuoity s e r v i c e
agencies in r a i s i n g
$1,385,000. The University's
goal is $15,000. It is the
only fund drive in which
faculty, staff and students
_cooperatively engage,
Thirteen collection divisions have been design11ted
for USF, each in charge of
a captain. Bob Hightower,
president _of Student Gov•_
ernment, has asked Alpha
Phi Omega to handle the
'student division with Har•
Ian Helming as captain . .

l.!}.ou~f

Barber ~hop

Wlti A FREE STYLE_I~ OUR
FOOTBALL POOL

I Pick the winner of the follow tng games and call the
I score of the tie-br_e aker. Submit to the Fraternity House

I by Friday.

'

·

I MISSISSIPPI •••••••••••••••., • •
• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •
I KENTUCKY
FLORIDA STATE •• ••••• ; • • • • • • •
• I MISS. STATE •••••• ·•••••••••••

VS.
VS.
VS.
VS.

I CLEMSON ......... , • • • • • • • • • vs.

AlABM!A •••...•............

AUBURN ••••••••••••••••••••
VPI ....................... .
GEORGIA ••••••••••• ••••••••• -,
GA. TECH .................. .
LSU .•••••••••••••••••••••••
MIAMI •••••••••••••••••••••
OHIO ................ . .. ~ •.
OREGON STATE •••••••••••••••
DUKE.·····••.• ···· •••••••••

Ricker and Manuel Vega Behavioral Science;_ Alton
Bartlett and David Kennerson•
B u s i n e s s Administration;
By (iR!m' DONALDSON
Michael Auleta, Louis BowSpecial To' The OrilCII
ers, Herbert Boyd, Dona.Id
Graduate Record ExaminaFerguson, George Kincaid,
Harland Merrian, Donald Orlosky, H. Phillip Pfost, Doro- tions (GRE) will be adminis•
thy Sisk, Melpomene Smitzes tered to undergraduates and
and Charles Weingartner .- others preparing to go to
Educatioc, ' and Oscar Baily _graduate school on any of six
and John Nagosky • F)ne different test dates during the
1
·
current academic year.
·
Arts.

Also named were: Cleon
Applications · for the first
Capsas, Helen Popovich, Wiltest date, Oct. 23, 1m, must
liam Tremmel and Edwin S.
Y 11. t es-Language Literature; be received by Educational
N:orrnan 'Oleson, J o g i n,d a r Testing Service (ETS) on or
Ratti, Warren Silver and before October 5 or a $3.50
Brian Stevens - Natural Sci- · 1ate regi~ration fee will be inences; M. E. Bitterman, Ed- curred,
ward Billingsley, C h a r I e s
Bosserman, Cecil Currey,
After October 8, applica •
Frederick Horrigan; Herbert tions for the October test may
Kimmell, George Mayer, Jo- not be processed.
seph Sidowski and James Silver - Social Science, and · This test will be administered on Campus in the · BusiCharles Fishel • Medicine.

II

VS.

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

1.
The other five test dates are
December 11, January 15,
February 26, April 22, and
June 17, 1972. Equivalent late
fee and registration deadlines
apply to these dates.
CHOICE OF· test dates
should be determined by the
requirements of g rad u a t e
schools or fellowships to
which one is applying. Scores
are reported to graduate
schools five weeks after a test

date.
Graduate Record Examinations include an Aptitude Test
of general scholastic ability
and Advanced Tests measuring achievement in 19 major
fields of study. Full details
and registration forms for the
GRE are contained in the

1971.72 GRE Information Bulletin.

The Bulletin also contains
forms and -instructions for requesting transcript service on
GRE scores already on file
with ETS. This booklet is
available on most campuses.

S~BLEASE
YOUR APARTMENT
WITH AN ORACLE
CLASSIFIED AD
l'---------- -----------. 1
\

This Year You
I

•

Can Save $13 87

·

1

jt/'/-- - ~

to the

1 Mackey on
I
I air tonight
I
:-1
.
TIE-BREAKER
,
I
Pres. Cecil Mackey wm·
I T£NNESS~E .... ; • • • • . • • . • • • . • vs. FLORIDA • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I beUSF
the guest on Access at
I
,.
tonight on WUSF-FM
I NAME ••••• ~ •••••••••••• PHONE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 6:30
(89.7 mh).
ADDRESS .......... .!..••••••..•,.••••••• '• .. • • • • • • • • I Anyone with a question con•
__ ..;... ____U.!:!l~~•.!l'!..LB~ ------J cerning the University may
RICE .••••••.•• : .•• , .: ...... ·
. BAYLOR . . • • • .. • . • • • • • • • • • • •
CAllFORNIA ••• •••••••••••• -. •
UCLA ..•... , ...... - ·........
STANFORD...................

ness Administration Building. ·
The Aptitude Test is scheduled for the morning and the
Advanced Test in the after•
noon. Scores from the October
test will be reported to graduate schools around December-

..

I

ca:Jt,- during- the program- at
- ...S74-2215.~0Aecess --will -become
a regular Wednesday night
feature on WUSF-FM.

· Balfers begin
faH schedule
Hubert "Beefy " , Wright,
USF baseball coach, said _his
team will play a limited fall
schedule for the first time
Although the dates haven't
been selected, USF is tentatively scheduled to play Rollins College as well as Hillsborough, Valencia, and Polk
Junior Colleges.
"We don't know when our
pitchers · will be ready to
throw hard," he said.
The squad will be composed
of returning · lettermen and
those players recruited on
scholarship for the coming
season, Wright said.
·"Try·outs for new players
will be hel<f in the first week
in January and then we will
go right into spring training,"
.
he added.

ElECTllOPHONICS
STANDARD
-PANASONIC
LEARJET

RECORDS
8-TRACK TAPES
RYSTL HEADPHONES
OAKTRON SPEAkERS
SPEAKER·ENCLOSURES

·''SPECIALIZING IN SALES AND REPAIRS
OF

STEREO.EQUIPMENT

(FINISHED or
UNFINISHED)

·FULL SCHOOL
YEAR

APPROXIMATELY
HALF SCHOOL YEAR

From now thru June 9, 1972

From now thru January 29, 1.972

$'1598

. $900

5¼" MIDRANGI.
3"TWEETER
12" WHOOFER
(HEAVY-DUTY, MAN)

·

Just

Just

Save over $5°0

Save over $] 300

Renewal for balance of school year at same low price

Start enjoying the best in sports, state and national news this school year. There are no coupons, no gimmicks! Pay once and forget it! Deliveries are automatically suspended .December 14 thru January 3 for Christmas vacation. Delivery resumed on January 4, 1972. If you
leave school perma_nently, before end of school year, balance will be refunded.

Your very best way to start each day!
W,e've got a daily Horoscope, Ann Landers, Sports galore, a crossword puzzle and Snoopy!
On Sunday we've got the Floridian, TV-Radio Dial, Parade Magazine, Book Reviews, Travel
Section, and Snoopy in full color!!

CALL 229-2300 FOR GUARANTEED HOME DELIVERY

·--------------------·

Fill out the coupon at the right and indicate which
mon'ey-saving subscription you want. Clip it out and
send it with your check or money order.
If you want the carrier-salesman to pick up yo1,1r payment, please check that box.

.
I . . .
I St. Petersburg Times
•1 -P. O.·-Box 1121
I St. Petersburg, Fla. 33731

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

. Jeter.shur9 IDi

12934 N. NEBRASKA 971-0963
I

I

·.Offer expires October 15, 1971

·AVAI.LABLE NOW!!
KARLSON
E"CLOSURES

~ick the savings you want ·on the Student Special Offer

FLORIDA'S BEST NEWSPAPER

Second largest circulation
in the State of Florida

I

D

Student Special

I
I

, Date____

I

.

I

Please start delivery
□ Approximately Haif
Full School Year_
NowthruJune9,1972

School Year
Now thru January 29, 1972

$l5? 1 .

$9° 0

N a m e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, A p t ~ - - -

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip____

D Have carrier pick up payment.
D Payment enclosed.

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I

1--------------------·
.

i

r.

•

'

"
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Free travel service offered

•~~
Doctoral fellowships
~,()ffer.ed USF grads
; ; Doctoral fellowships will
soon be available to American
p ruan, b 1 a c k, Mexican. merican and Puerto Rican
tudents from the Ford Foun•
,.cation.
ff
.
, Restricted to students who
fr.h ave not yet ente~ed graduate

school, the program is open to
college students who received
or expect to receive their
bachelor's degree between
Sept. 1, 1962 and Sept. 1, 1972.
CA.i'VDIDATES MUST also
be U.S. citizens who are plan•
ning to pursue a degree in

Welcome Back USF!!

Don's Texaco
30th at Fowler
Pk. 971-2134
• U-Haul Rentals
• Reasonable Rates on Auto Repair
• Friendly Courteous Service
11

STOP IN AND SEE US"

Continuous from 12 Noon
Late Show Fri. & Sat.

I

Adults Only

I

Starts Thursday

FRAULIENE LEATHER
HARD O.NTHE TRAIL

By DENISE l\IDSICH
Special to the Oracle

USF is the only state university offering the services
of the American Overseas
,Travel Bureau according to'
bureau manager Nancy Dant•
higher education and are pre• York, N.Y. 10017 by Jan. 10, zler.
pared .to begin a full•time 1972. Selection will be made
Among the services offered
study for their Ph. D. by the by, faculty members in vari• by the agency are travel itin•
fall term of 1972.
ous academic disciplines into eraries, shopping and hotel inApplications must be in the whi.ch the candidates are en• formation, proper dress and
hands of the Ford Foundation tering, by April 1.
necessary immunizations and
at 320 East 43rd Street, New
Some of the fields that qual- customs regulations.
MES. DANTZLER said this
ify for this program are anat•
USF.Jeased
private enterprise
omy, economics, education, ·
has
been
serving
faculty and
philosophy, political science,
students here since April 15.
speech and zoology.
It was the the highest bidder
For those students who for the site in the southeastI have already begun graduate ern part of the Administration
school, there is an Advanced Building.
' ,
Study Fellowship program.
In the. past, travel arrangeFurther details on either pro- ments for USF faculty memgram may be obtained from bers were made through Pro•
the Ford Foundation at the curement.
The difference between a address listed above.
Young people provide the
"Florida student" and a
"non•Florida student" when it
comes to deciding the tuition
and fees each must pay in
state universities was explained by the Board of Re-·
gents.
A Florida student, the board
ruled is a person , who has
lived in and had his domicile
The new budget allocated
in the state of Florida for at
"So we've sent a position least one year immediately for USF includes 17 new posi• questionnaire to the departpreceeding the first day of tions for the presently under• ment of administration at Tal•
classes of the current term. manned Security Department. lahassee and they're supposed
to check it out, grant us the
Domicile is explained as:
However, the positions are changes we want and make
"A person's permanent home
and place of habitation. It ·is all for patrolmen while the de- sure that even with the
the place where he plans to partment, said Security Chief chang!!S we don't go over the
make his home, and where he Jack Prehle, needs a female budget," said Prehle.
intends to return without es• investigator, a clerk typist, a
Once it gets more men the
tablishing a new domicile lieutenant: and a sergeant for
department
plans to •divide
the Bay Campus.
elsewhere."
the
campus
into quadrants
To obtain status as a Flori•
The remaining 13 positions and keep "a mobile unit and a
da student, a person must file,
would be patrolmen· and two walking unit patrolling it at
with his application of admiswould go to the Bay Campus.
all times," he said.
sion to a university, a written
statement under oath that he
meets the standards of resi•
dency.
Any person who does not
meet these standards is a
non Florida student.

Regents rule
on resident
requirements

17 new positions
open .with security

---

most business. "Students are popular European plan costs
There is no charge for these
traveling more than ever," only $200 round trip.
services. The agency receives
said Mrs. Dantzler and busi•
The American Overseas a commission from the varlness is apparently "b.ooming." Travel Bureau is also the
PLACES MOST frequently American Express represen• ous transportation, hotel and
visited are the Bahamas and tative for Tampa and issues rental agencies with whom
Europe.
travel checks.
they deal.
It has been pointed out that
reduced youth fares on air•
IN THE future the agency
Anyone interested in more
lines has contributed to this plans to expand their of• information should contract
increase. For example, one -..-f_e_r_i_n_g__
s_·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~th~e-m
__-:.,a_t~
e-x__
t_e_n__
s_i_o_n~2~6-9_5_.-:_-:_-_-_~
WELCOME BAC.K USFI!!

Club to offer
flying lesson

Wee Gayts,
I'm the Mascot of

Join the lovebugs and take
to the air.
,
Fly united by going to the
flying club meeting to be held
Sunday, Oct. 10 at 1 p.m. in
the Student Lounge Confer•
ence Room on the St. Pete
Campus.

DUTCH PANTRY
l'-ve arranged
just for you

ALL YOU CAN EAT • • •

,The purpose of the meeting
is to elect officers and plan
high-flying activities for the
year.

Tuesdqy Night - Friday Night

For those who haven't
earned their wings, flying in•
structions are offered at
$13.50 an hour and for the
pros planes at $5.

Fried Chicken

: Fresh Ocean Perch
I REG.
NOW
$1~9 I $139
$109
with Stvdtnl I.D. I
With Stvdtllt LIi.

REG.

NOW

$169

The planes are furnished by
the Bay Air Service.

With Southe~ Hush Puppies, French Fries, and Cole Slaw,
In addition you can look forward to enjoying our own baked
bread, apple butter, and pickled cabbage.

For more information con•
tact the pilots of the club:
Buzz Richardson at 544•3696,
Pinellas Park; David Russell
531•7621, Largo; or the Stu•
dents Affairs office at the St.
Pete campus at 898-7411 Ext.
219.

· APPLE FRITTER SUNDAE

REG. $.55 with 1.D. $.40

Phone 626-9889

56th and Hills. Ave.

BOWLING LEAGUE
'THURS. NITE 7 P.M.
STARTSOa.7

SG offers

FACULTY, STAFF, AND
STUDENTS. WELC::OME

ORGANIZATIONAL MEmNG SEPT. 30, 7 P~M.

.insurance
.

NORTHSIDE ADULT THEATRE
8139 Nebraska Ave.

Rated GP

a fascinating-tale.of the occult ·

STARTS FRIDAY

' ""'"' JACK CRELEY ·JAY REYNOLDS· TRUDY YOUNG

,,

THIS YEAR the company
offers a return mail method of
enrollment to help avoid con•
fusion and congestion at regis·
tration. Open enrollment will
continue through Oct. 15, ei·
ther by the mail method or
through the Cashier's Office.
Single coverage is available
for $24.75 per year, offering
coverage 24 hours a day for
sickness or accident for one
year beginning Sept. 15. Fam:
ily coverage is available at an
additional cost. Maximum
benefits for any one accident
or sickness is $2000.
Claim forms, insurance I.D.
cards and brochures are •
available at the Student
Health Center,
University
Center 323.

,_ i

~

Presents the World's Finest Films
In an Unparalleled Series During 1971•72

11

1,'
~

1

f
I~

FLORIDA LANES
10400 N. FLA. AVE.

STEAK

October

13 Fellini •Salyricon (7 & 9 P.M.) ••••••••••• •••••••• (Ital)

October

20 Oh! What a lovely War (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••• ~ ••••••• (Br)

October

HAMB URGE R
PRICES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SLACE Aff GUS

Sirloin Strip .....•... ....•• 1.99
Rib-eye • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.59
T-Bone •••••••• •••••••• ••• 2.99
8-oz. Chopped Sirloin • . . . . . . • 1.39
Bonanza Burger Deluxe ••..•.• 79c
6-oz. Boneless Sirloin Butt ..•. 1.69
Fried Chicken·• •••..... ....• 1.39
Fried Shrimp Platter . . . • • • • • 1.59
Fish Platter ........ ....... 1.59

382S S. Dale Mabry
2304 E, BUSCH BLVD.

\

LUNCHEON
MENU FROM
11:00 A.M.

9 The Hour of th~ I=urnaces (8 P.M.) ••••••••••• "'. ••• (Arg)

March

1 My NighJ at Mouds (8 P.M.) ••••••••••• •••••••••• (Fr)

April

19 Weekend ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •• (Fr)

May

3 Cro:zy Quilt (8 P.M.) ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••• (Am)

Lan-lit Auditorium • LAN 103
Public $7.00
Faculty & Staff $6.00
Students $5.00

OPEN FROM 11 A,M.

I

* U.S.D.A. CHOICE LUNCHEON STEAK served with

Crisp Garlic Bread, Creamy Cole Slaw & Delicious

-10009 N. FLORIDA AVE., TAMPA

*

Come as you are! No Tipping

Telephone 932-340 1

SBAEEY'S
~,~uNCR-DF-LUNCB
all the pizza,
chicken and salad
you can eat for$)

Barhound Lounge
Biggest Drinks in Town...... ............
Also Draft·Beer

.39

UNIVERSllY PLAZA
30th ,at Fletcher - Minutes From Campus .

r --- --- --- --,
J

THlS WEEK'S LUNCH AND SUPPER FEATURES:

·I

FRIDAY

•

SAUTE'ED FISH ALMONDINE •••••••••• 79c
l

SATURDAY

%·LB. SIRLOIN STEAK
with

I

Choice of Potato

---·----$ 1.69

CHUCK WAGON STEAK

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE

- - 89~

BROILED LIVER
& STEAMED ONIONS ........... .

THURSDAY

CUTLEl' PARMESAN - - - - - - -

U. S. PRIME ROAST BEEF---·- -----Carved to order

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP _ _ _ _ _ _ 99¢

LARGE FISH ALMONDINE _____ ..__ 79¢

8114 N. Fla. Ave.

.

•

•.

•"Je~11t8fe
',""1~r.T•

,....
_- - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - -,4- - - - - - - - - - - - ·, i.:.·-=-::::":::""':::::'":.:;""::~=------- -------.. ,;;;;;;... _~

I

·1

.

I SUNDAY
1
------·- ~5¢
I TUESDAY
I
I WEDNESDAY
f
89¢ I
I
I PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I .
I
I
89t
I
I
I
I
I
~
~
..... ..J
Morrison•s famous ROAST TURKEY
with Cranberry Sauce, Dressing and Gravy - - 69c

MONDAY

~

·

From $.89

CAFETERIA .....beyond comparisonJ ·

I

SHAKEY'S PIZZA PARLOR

$.99 "

m ·ORRISOD'S
'

Membership~ lay
Subscription

PURCHASE TICKETS AT UNIVERSITY CENTER DESK
OR CONTACT DR. GOULD Ext. 2454, LAN 259

$1.79

* Fish * Shrimp * Chic:ken Dinner ... . ...... From

Home Fried Potatoes Served 11 A.M.-3 P.M. ·•.. ..•
(Except Sunday)

26 Teoremo (8 P.M.) ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••• (Ital)

February

DINNER INCLUDES:
Steaming baked potato or french rries; fresh, crisp tossed-salad with
Black Angus dressing, or c:ole slaw, or apple sauce; delicious hot garlic
french bread.

SPECIAL

TAKE OUT - 10 CENTS EXTRA -

12 Passion of Anna (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••.•••••• •••••••• (Sw)

·January

$2 99 -

12-0r. Boneless N. Y. Strip •.•...

l

27 Closely Watched Trains (7 & 9 P.M.) ••••••••••• ••• (Cz)

January

Ph. 932-6161

' at

FILM CLASSICS LEAGUE ·
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

~

I•

.Grab your team! .

\

The Student Government
(SG) Health Insurance Com•
mittee headed by Jeff· Smith
has negotiated with Pilot Life
Insurance _ Compariy to pro•
vide the same coverage as
previous years at the same premium rate.
A, local agency, Ebsary•
Pinholster and Associates,
will handle the coverage this
year , replacing a Miami representative. The agents hope
to provide better service and
to be available for questions
and complaints.

,- - - -.--- - - -

CHILD'S PLATE -----••-'-'•..· · · · - - -· 49¢.
(12 or under accompanied by parent)

.79c .

·

'Book' cheered, ieered
By JOE GUIDRY
0r•cle Stall Writer

"The Book," a pamphlet
listing USF's regulations and
policies, has been called everything from a protector of
student rights to "Mein
Kampf" since its publication
last week.
Because of criticisms of
"The Book", Joe Howell, vice
ipresident for student affairs,
will answer student questions
today at 2 p.m. in the University Center Ballroom.

composed of students and faculty with Howell as chairman. According to USF Student
Governmen_t (SG) Pres. Robert Hightower, a member of
the committee, the committee
reviewed the effective procedures of the University and
debated their validity. In .
sorrie · cases a procedure was
changed by the committee.

When the group agreed on a
regulation it was _sent to Pres.
Cecil -Mackey for approval. If
there was still debate about a
' procedure Mackey . would be
"THE BOOK" was the work told of it when he received the
· · of a· committee, named by the rule.
Student Affairs Office and
AFI'ER l\lACKEY'S approv-

Russell Southern -

''JERSEYS''
- FOR

Fraternities, Sororities, Dorms
• ALL COLORS • PERSONALIZED LETTERS

al the rules were compiled
and made into a booklet to
distribute to students.
Hightower said he disagrees
with several items in "T~
Book," but he.- thinks it was a
good idea for the regulations
and procedures· to be available to students in print.
His main criticism of "The
Book" I is the changing of the
chairman of the Discipline
Board from a student to a faculty member, but he found
"The Book" generally acceptable because 1'it is -not a permanent set of regulations, it
can be changed."

KEN RICHTER, SG sena·
tor, said such regulations as
the Improper Dress rule gave
ambiguous authority to the
administration. He criticized
the off-campus sp·eaker regulation which requires the
speaker to be registered 14
days before the speech, although exceptions _ can be
made by the vi.ce president
for student affairs. "Who he
makes the exceptions for is
the big question," Richter
said.

liberal facade while actually
taking away students' rights.
" 'The Book' shows the nature
of the administration,'' he
said, "it lacks honesty and integrity and was composed by
hypocrites."

Wiik@WM;M\½ii 4hf.Jifo¥4&~f fi.@:\½fJ tMMHJ

World A~fairs Garden club seeks help
to ho_ld first . to grow poison-free ·produ·Ce

meet1ng today

or

Black sorority is
first on campus

'1691
$2197
$1597
$1191
'68' !~;:o~~t~~~ ~-~ ~ ~ .~:~~~~~~-c.k:: -~:.~~~•.. $1591
VOLKSWAGEN 3611 Squareba~k, 4-speed $1397
'67 tran•missi6n,
radio & heater ••• ••••····· ••
VOLKSWAGEN 3111 Fastback.4-speed
radio; heater, white finish with $11 ft"I
'67 tran~mis~icn,
red mtericr . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • •
ii' I
'69
'69
'69
'69

VOLKSWAGEN 3111 Fastback,4-speed
transmission, radio & heater ••••••••••••••
VOLKSWAGEN 3611 s·q uorebaclr, 4s pd.,
rodio, -heoter, factory _air conditioned. Stock
#13881 ·••·•••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••
VOLKSWAGEN 113 I ·sedan. 4-speed
transmission, radio, heater. Steck #1454 •••
VOLKSWAGEN 1512 Convertible. Automatic
$lick shift transmission, radio, one owner,
yellow finish •.••.• • .••...•••••••••••, ....

The "Sunshine Organic•_ Garden Club" is trying to recruit
volunteers to unite for a cause
"to grow' produce without
poison sprays to harm us and
· to use birds, toads, companion
plants and flowers to control
insect pests.''

The World Affairs Council
He also said '"The Book"
will hold its first general
was a vehicle for Pres. Mackmeeting for Quarter 1,
ey's new drug program and
today at 2 p.m. in Universiadded "The amazing thing is
ty Center (UC) 158.
that it doesn't take much
Summer happenings will
imagination to make an alterbe reviewed and projects
native to "The Book" and · for the coming year will be
give a reasonable set of regudiscussed.
lations without abridging stu•
Help is needed with the
dents' rights."_
activities of the International Opportunity Week, in NoTHE RAC members said
vember.
the administration c o u l d
Work is already underway
make _unconstitutional regulaon the Model United Nations
tions because they knew. stuscheduled for February.
dents did not have - the reAny student interested in
sources to take the case to
becoming acquainted with
the foreign students on cam-'
court.
pus, and learning about dif.
Shelley said he hoped stuferent cultures of_the world,
dents gave massive support in
are invited to attend the
demanding their rights and
World Affairs Council meetwould not "trad~ their rights
ings.
for privilege?.''
If you're interested in the
International
Folk Festival
- Howell defended the broador the' Third World Conferness of _the regulations, saying
ence, drop by the World Af"If'allows for digression. It
fairs Council office in UC ,
would be impossible to spell
223.
out every little reason for the
rules or name all the things
PWJMWf½❖..WM@ ,FW#sfBffi-¼ii.~
that are disruptive.' '
I

Even stronger in their criticisms of "The Book" were
Radical Action C o a 1 it i o n
(RAC) members Bill· Davis,
Ed Deaton and John Shelley.
Call: Bob Glenn at 971-4791
"IF A S T 'P D E N T Js
Saying "If you liked Mein
wronged,"
Howell said, "he
Kampf' you'll love "The
has
a
right
to a hearing and
Book," they announced that
r-----"""""""""."""""."""""."""""."""""."""""."~~~~~------.1 RAC is putting out its own an appeal !o right any
versiort of "The Book" which wrong.''
will prove the administration's
He also defended the offregulations are unconstitutional. They plan to have the · campus speaker · policy and
said ."The Book" requires the
bookl~t available today.
reasons to be listed for any
THEY -CRITICIZED the exception to the 14-day rule so
regulations as · being broad the exceptions would ·not be
and vague and said a student determined by the administra- .
could be expelled without tion's likes or dislikes.
being convicted_ of any ofHe · said · most of "The
fense.
Book's" regulations were alDeaton accused the admin- ready in existence at USF and
istration_.... of hiding behind a others were state laws.

18-Day Delivery

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Sept. 29, 1,7.1_9

The organization planted itself in the Episcopal Univer~ity --Center - (on North ' 50th
Street) Monday, Sept 13th for
its initial meeting.
The association was established by Louise James. Father Stanley of. the Episcopal
University Center and the
Tampa Tribune T r o u ~ l e
Shooter gave their assistance
to the project.

view, Florida 33569._
..
Interested - organically mcline~ ga rde~ers ar~ invited
to write for this free list.
Ideas of expert organic gar-

~IG
.d

FLOORMOUNT
Maimetic Lock,
Automatic

ProJram S\\11tching

Formerly $99.9S

$}299,$.

AvallaLlewithPre,Set

$IA 09$ .

FM!-t~~Multipleit

Approximately 50 .interested
qrganic gardeners gathered at
the first meeting and were
supplied with a list of basic
organic helps and how to at·
tain them by Raymond J.
Gripe, P .O. Box 273, River-

TAMPA
OpenDaily9:30A.M.to9P.M. •Sat.9:30A.M.to6P.M.
J

Phone872•S6'61

How LOW can you get?

I

I

And R~g1ster
Nowll·.
If you're planning to·graduate before June 1971, plan
your interviews today.
I

OVER 100 FIRMS
Interviewing on Campus Qtr. I.
Pretty low in scrubs, denims,
cards and supercords by L~ndlubb,r,
UFO and Liberty. Coming soon: '
·"barely theres" by Bread & Butter

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT
USF OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

-FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE US TODAY!

UBRARY 518 EXT. 2295

in
Brandon

~:I

W. KENNEDY BLVD.

••

The labor market for college g·raduates remains compefi.. ·
five. The Career Planning and Placement Center is respond•
ing by assisting USF graduating seniors to enhance their iob
placement opportunities-through 2 new programs. They are
the Grad II computer placement system and career counseling through video tape recorder assistance.

·

4237

SENIORS!
•

7995·

Avallablewitlt ·
F-MStereoMultipl~

r

•

,,

1

8-TRACK

Special _TD The Oracla :·

•

IT'S FUN
TOBEWITH

NEW
THEFT-iESISTANTf

By JEAN HARMAN

the chapter they formed an
interest group called Coettes
Alpha Kappa Alpha (AKA), until the probationary period
the newest sorority at USF is ,of one quarter was up and
also the first and only black they became a colony of AKA.
sorority-on campus.
AKA is an international soMyra Bobo, 4EDU, president
rority
with chapters in the
said, "The administration has
United
States
as well as in the
been very cooperative.'' We
Bahamas
and
East Africa.
were well received on campus. The Panhellenic associa- There are AKA chapters at
tion gave us a reception last Florida State and Stetson.
spring and offered us a great
THE SORORITY was founddeal of assistance.''
ed in 1908 at Howard Univer~USS BOBO along. with 11 sity ill Washington.
other gir)s are charter mem- ( AKA, along with the eight
bers and· will be initiated other sororities on campus, is
along ,'{ith the sorqrity as a · participating in rush activinational chapter at the end of ties. Anyone interested can
sign up in the University Centhis quarter.
'
In February of 1970, a select ter or contact Myra Bobo.
group of girls were invited by
The present officers are:
a graduate chapter of AKA, Myra Bobo, president, Regina
Gamma Theta Omega, here in Thompson, v i c e-president,
Tampa to a rush party. From Lily Harder, secretary, and
here under the guidance of Marjorie Royster, treasurer.

deners are requested and all
interested are urged to attend
future meetings on the second
Monday of each month atJ:30
p.m.
,.,.,,

•

·,
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Successful play
is quality work.

Medea starts tonight
By WALTSTEIGLEMAN
Oracle A~tlvltles Editor

"Medea," ·featuring - opera
star Maria Callas in her dramatic film debut, will have its
Southeast U.S. Premiere at
USF tonight and tomorrow
night.

show, depicting the life of a
not-so-arbitrarily picked "con.t: ~-- Special To The Oracle
;c:,Eil.it-Or's .Note: "Ada,ptatfon" testant" from the audience,
will be pr~nted today at 2 played with a definite bur. lesque flair by Paul Ferguson.
'p:m. in LAN 1')3.
-,....A.coupling of )lard work and "Emcee" of · the protluctibn
The film, sponsored by _the
. ;qu,ality materia1 allowed the was Bob Nader, who took on Florida Center for the Arts
:l,peech Department at USF to- varying roles as important inFilm Series, will be shown at
: ~arkle with rare polish in dividuals in Ferguson's life.
Other performers were Walt 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the new
_their production ot Elaine
\
Au di to· 5Ylay's "'.Adaptation" 1 a st Jones, a graduate teaching_ Language ~ Literature
assistant and co-producer of rium.
, 1
, Wednesday.
:· _,Although Miss May's• play the show, and Karen SpadaDIRECTED BY Pier Paolo
relied on shock effects and cene, both of whom played
un·
play
the
Pasolini, one of Europe's
gag iines almost too frequent• several parts as
Jy', the cast's slapstick inter- folded.
_most highly regarded direc•
Assisting_Jones in the pro- tors, Medea was filmed in
~repttion put the work into its
iiucing of "Adaptation" was
'
' ttu.e perspective.
in Italy,
. "J;'HE PLAY took on the for- George Randolph, also a color on location
Syria, and Turkey at a budget
. mat of a television game graduate teaching assistruµ:.
WERE THE hours of toil of over $!-million.
'
really worthwhile? Th~ audi•
When Medea is brought by
ence certainly thought so.
"Adaptation"· is the first of Jason and the Argonauts to
a series of variations on Corinth and the Court of
forms of literature to be per- Creon, she finds herself in a
formed each Wednesday at 2 strange materialistic world.
p.m. in ·the Language- Hers is the struggle between
Literature Auditorium. Each these two worlds - and ' it
production will be shown on drives Medea to cause the
death of Glauce (daughter of
two successive Wednesdays.

By LISA SMITH

FOR MEDEA and her people, death is not an end, but
only a _prelude to, rebirth in
Pasolini insists that what another world. So her faith
makes Medea kill is not born spurs her on to' killing her
from a spasm of vengeance or children so that they may .all
hate or passion (as it is in Eu- return in regeneratipn. Jasori,
ripides). Rather, her crazed striving for all that is rich
and criminal actions ·assume ·and powerful, ill left with the
the significance of a flight values of the world in chaos.from a world that is not hers
As the culmination of tlie
and in which she can no long•
two outstanding artists work•
er live.
Creon) and to kill her two
children by J ason.

ing tqgether for the first time,

.

MEDEA WILL be a limited
engagement only. General ad•
mission tickets are $1.50, students $1.00, and will be ·avail•
able at the Theatre Box Office
today from 1 :15-4 :30 p.m.
Tickets nol sold at this time
will be available one-half hour
before eac!i showing in LAN
103. ,

,

"Frank Rampolla: A Memorial," an exhibition of art,
is being presented by the faculty of the College of Fine
Arts, through Oct. 20 in the
USF Library, Teaching, and
Theatre Art Galleries.
Dedicated to the USF artist,
a faculty member in the art
department from 1968 until
his sudden death June 25,
1971, the memorial exhibiti~n
will consist of 111 works by
the former professor.
Included will be paintings,
drawings; graphics, collages,
and sculpture, filling all three
USF galleries.
RAMPOLLA RECEIVED a
BFA _degree magna cum
lartde from Boston University
in 1960. He worked as an art
instructor at Ringling School
of Art in Sarasota until 1968
when he joined the USF facul•
.
ty.
K figure ·painter, Rampolla
possessed the unique ability to
see beyond the surface fa.
cades of the fleshy subjec,ts he

,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,

Today at 2 p.m. the Speech
Department presents "Adaptation," a one-hour comedy.
There is no charge ; the production will be in LAN 103.

,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,

FOUNTAl"N
13116 FLORIDA AVE.
1AMPA

TEL .935 -1 946

R O OM
STANLEY J.
end MARY A, FIJAL

11 A .M. TO 11:30 P.M. EVERY DAY

worth and character.''

painted. With an accom•
plished mastery of painterly
executi~, he relentlessly laid
bare the ubiquitous realities
of man's existence - his
frailities, his passions, his tortured struggle for identity.
His_work won him renown
in many artistic circles and, a ·
prolific artist, Rampolla was
recipient of many major
awards including Boston University "Friends of Art"
Grand Prize Award.
One-man exhibitions '.included showings in New York
City, Woodstock, Sarasota,
Coral Gables and USF galleries.
THE USF EXHIBITION on
display now is free to the public; gallery hours as follows:
Library Gallery, 8 a.m.' to 5
p.m. Monday-Saturday and 1
to 5 p.m. Sundays; Teaching
Gallery, 8 a .m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday; and the
Theatre Gallery, 8 a .m.: to 5
p.m. Monday through , Friday
and 'on weekends and evenings during special presentations in the main theatre.

-Tau Kappa Epsilon
Maria Colas as 'Medea'
/

-NEW-YORK: -

-CAMPUS ·ACTIVITIE-STickets for the Oct. 15 Jose
Feliciano concert at Curtis
Hixon are on ·sale at the University Center (UC) desk for
$2.50, $3 and $3.50.

T"eRa,en

'' • -• • not for wealth, rank or
_,.· honor, but for personal

in mem~rial .exhibit
Oracle staff Writer

Chorus sings way
through Europe·

,Medea represents a unique
Members of the University
l\fISS ELIZABETH RANCH·
cultural achievement. Maria
Callas, one of the most contro• · Choir and the University and ER was a soloist with the 39
Community -Chorus · returned member group. "She was feaversial artistic figures of this
Aug. 17 from a 15 day tour of tured with the Chorus as well
decade, makes her dramatic Europe.
as singing several solos," said
debut in this film which EuroDr. James McCray, assis- McCray. The group's , accom•
peans are · acclaiming as a tant ·professor of Music Edu- panist was Robert Gower.
brilliant tour de .force, both cation and director of he UniIn Treir, Germany they
versity Choir, said the group
for herself and her director.
travelled in Germ a n y, sang at Brunnhoff., a tourist
Pier Paolo. Pasolini's talents France, Switzerland, England attraction. "The majority -of
are well recognized. Noted for and Belgium, singing in the people in the audience
modern · interpretations · of churches, · resort areas, town w ere German," said
classical 'themes, Pasolini has squares, and a variety of McCray." At the end of each
' number they'd yell 'Bra-vo.' "
previously directed such films other places.
as "The Gospel According to.
St. Matthew" and "Teorema."

Rampol~I~-: art works ,
By VALERIE WICKSTRO~

•

HIRH

aJUUlK·

leries.

FOX
VIRGIL
.
WITH

"War of the Worlds," the
H. G. Wells classic, will be
shown Oct. 4 at 9 p.m. as the
first in a series of UC science
fiction films. Admission _to the
LAN 103 showing is 50 cents. ·

-PR0

/vlusICA

PABLO Ll~HTS
All-BACH PROGRAM RODGERS TOURING ORGAN

,,,,, ,,,,, ""i

A band dance, with music
provided by the Blues Cycle,
will be held in Argos Lounge,
admission 50 cents.
,,,,, ,,,,,

"Butch Cassidy and the
,,,,,
Sundance Kid," UC Program
_Council's weekend movie, will , The Apocalypse C o f f e e
· be shown Friday, Saturday House (in ,the UC) presents
and_Sunday at 7 :30 p.m. and New York performer Doris
10 p.m. each evening in LAN Abrahams and two USF folk
:groups at 9 p.m. Friday.
103.

,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,

,,,,, .,,,,, ,,,,,

The Frank Rampolla memorial art exhibition continues
on display in the Library,
Theatre and Teaching gal-

The USF permanent art
collection is on display Mon•
day through Friday from 10
a.m. until 4 p.m. in UC 108.

HOUSE KAWASAKI 933-3530
COME SEE 'fHE NEW
KAWASAKI 350 TRI-STAR
7818 N. DAL£" MABRY

WATER BEDS
$25.90 TAPES
$4.00

BLACK LIGHTS
$24.90

REPAIRS

The 1971-72 Artist Series 1s a showcase for Excellence,featurJng some
of the·finest ·talent in the country. You are invited to enioy these outstanding performances by World-Famous Artists.

•

D_ANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM

t

8:30 p.m. Fri'day, October 8, Saturday, October. 9,,Theatre-Auditoriurn,

MARCEL MARCEAU, Pantomimist
•
,
...
ELECTRPHONIC dealer .
Maria Callas Authorized
. · $3aa- • HEAVY ORGAN; Virgil Fox with ~ab.lo lights
- .
•
All $4.98 11st Records • .-••••• _.• •
lS
NEW YORK PRO MUSICA
Medea.
•
Are you in need of spea~ers? We build
)

'8:30 p.m.; Monday, November 15, Curtis Hixon HciU

MARC EL
MARC EAU

8:30 p.m., Saturday, January 15, McKay.Auditorium

Maria Callas'first dramatic movie.
Directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini.
AEuro International Film in color
.from Ney; line Cinema.
SOUTHEASTERN
U.S. PREMIERE ·

Tonight and Tomorrow'
Sept. 29 & "30
7:00 & 9:30 P.M. ·lAN 103
Tickets: $1.50,
Students: $1.00

custom boxes, de.signed for maximum
sound performance, featuring
"KareIson" and "folded·Horn
Enclosures."·SPEAKERS (15", 12", etc.)'
also s~ld separately. .

12934,N. NEBRASKA

PH.9n-0963

8:30 p.m:, Tuesday, February 1, Wednesday, February 2, Theatre-Au.ditorium

• -THE ROMEROS,,i'Royal Family ,~f the Guitar" - _
8:30 p.m., Friday, March '31, Saturday, April 1,-Theatre-Auditoriu_m

. .

•, NO -PLACE TO BE-SO_MEBODY, Off-Broadway Hit
8:30 p.m., Friday, April 7, Saturday, April 8, Theatre-Au~itorium

'

-FOR
YOUR-'- - - -.
I

INFORMATION

Ca-op representatives here
Students interested in the cooperative edu, cation program sponsored by the State University System and the Florida Savings and Loan ·
League may contact Mrs. Glenda Lentz, assistant director of the USF Co-op Program or
Prof. Charles Rodriguez, coordinator, in Faculty-Administration Offices 126.
An earlier story in The Oracle referred stuilents to the League office in Orlando.

Esperanto ·class scheduled ·
A class in Esperanto is being held at USF
in Fine Arts- Humanities Building each
Wednesday from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. beginning
_Oct. 6 and continuing through Nov. 24.
· Esperanto is the international language spoken by over 19 million people in almost every
country in the world. The class is free, open to
the public, is sponsored by the Espera nto Socie ty of Florida in cooperation with the World
Affairs Council. ·

Prescription sunglasses found
A pair of prescription sun-glasses were left
at the political science station_during registration. They may be picked up in Social Sciences
352.

Interviewing classes planned
Interviewing eIJgineering students are invited to participate in a series of three sessions
entitled "How to successfully interview a nd obtain job offers ." The dates are Wednesday,
Sept. 29 in the Physics Auditorium, Wednesday, Oct. 6 in Engineering (Eng) 003, and
Wednesday Oct. 13, ENG ' 003. All classes are

at 2 p.m.
The first session will be presented by Lloyd
A. Anderson from Tampa E lectric Company.
Dr. Paul M. Downey, Professor of Industrial
Systems will give the second class and Dr.
Donald S. Colby, director of Career Planning
and Placement Center will _present the third
session.

AAUP plans meeting
The USF chapter of the American Association of University Professors will hold its first
meeting of the new academic year. Oct. 5 at 8
p,m. at the Schlitz Brewing Company Brown
Bottle. The meeting is open to all faculty.

Baptist Center has open house

NSP plans open house
The National Society of Professors will
have an informational open house F riday, Oct.
1 fro m 2 to 4 p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
All interested faculty members are invited.
I

Med Tech students meet

All Med Tech students and anyone interested in the Med Tech program are invited to
attend a meeting, Oct. 1 are 6_:30 p.m. in University Center 202.

.
reservations
-

The 1972 Aegean · will be
continued to be sold for $2
in the University Center
Lobby Sept. 30 and Oct. 1,
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Be sure to reserve an Aegean now, only the amount
reserved are ordered for
distribution. After Oct. 1
stop by Language · Literature (LAN) 472 or mail a
check, made out to the
USF.
There is a 55 cent charge

.

NORTJtGATE SHOPPING CENTER
WESTSHORE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.'
·BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

,.

if you want
mailed to you.

UC
the

in .dormitory · lounges

book

Students who ordered a

1971 Aegean and have not
Ricked it up have until this
Friday to do so. Those
books remaining will be
put on sale Oct. 1.
Seniors, don't forget to
m a ke an appointment for
senior portraits. Call Ext.
2679 or stop by LAN 472, 9
a.m.-5 p.m.

.

Over 60 students are still
living in the lounge areas of
Andros dorms, according to
Housing Director Raymond
King.
The total, comprised of 26
men and 36 ·women, is less·
than in previous years, _he
said.
King said extra students
have been living in the dorms
every year for the last eight
years. He expects the lounges
to be vacant by the end of
Quarter 1. This_ is caused,

King said, by the "attrition
rate" among freshmen.
He emphasized, however,
that all students living in
lounges knew about their as-

signment before they signed
their housing contracts or
paid their fees. King added
t hat there has been no tripling
in any of the rooms.

THE

CAa·oosE
12943 FLORIDA AVE.

e: Kin·g Si.z:e Water Be

.

W$22.50 New Leakproof Val

-BuLLET~;;~ARD
Bulle11n Board notices should be sent
Faculty-Slaff Luncheons will re~u me
Thurs .~ Oct. 7, noon-1 p,m . in UC 243.
direct to .,Director Student PublicaRepresentative , Terrell
Sess ums of
tions, LAN 128" (ext. 2617) rio later
Tami:ia , Cha irman of the Education
than noon Thursday for pu blication the · Comm itte e, will be t he guest speaker .
He will speak on u The Challenge to
followfng Wednesday.
Ed ucation in Flbric;ta ." Resei;:vations
mav be made by calling Sh erry Scarboro, 974-2100, Ext. 240.

Official Notices

Ed . Resources Films : P rinciple of
Respiratory Mechanics , Pt. I & 11;
Structure and Function of t he Vestibul ar Apparatus; Language and Learning;~
Arifhmetic; Reading ; Computer Glossa -

ry;· See'-Touch-Fee l.
Computer Research Celiter Non-Credit
Seminars: Beginning FORTRAN Prt>
gramm in9 - Oct. .4. 6, 11 , 15, 18, 20,
3-5 p.m ., SCA· 204. Keypu nch Training
- Oc t. 4, 6, 7, 111 13, 14, 5:15-6:15 p.m.,
SCA 243 . .PL•1 Pr9gramming (lntroduc.:
1ian) - Oct. 5, 7, 12, 14, 19, 21 , 3-5
p.m., SCA 204. Ca ll Ruth Turner at
E xt• .2930 f0r reser1vati0ns.
Faculty wishing 10 apply for Fa culty
Devel opment Leave for Qtr. 1972 and
Qtr. :2 or 13, 1973, should contact the Of•
fice of ffie Vice President for Academ!c
Affairs for an application form. Any eligible fa CuJty member who app Ued last
year but' did not receive an award,
may re-apply. To be eligible, • faculty
member must have six ye ars of full•
time employment :-Vith USF whether on
a 9, 10, or 12 month contract . Qtr. -4,
19n is available for fa cu lty on 12
monh contracts only. To be considered,
applications ·must be returned to 1he
Vice President's Office, ADM 226, no
la ter 1han Monday, October 25, 1971.

THE
Ill-FASHION
'
STORE·

60 students· stiII Iive

Aegean taki.n g

The Baptist Student Center (BSC) is having
open house at the BSC Friday Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.
Everyone is welcome.
Rides will be provided at 6:45 p.m . at the
following locations: Gamma, Fontana Hall, Mu
parking lot, and Delta mailbox.
Refreshments and entertainment will highlight the evening. For further information call
988-6487.

\

/
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Large selection af posters,
papers, pipes, incense
and candles.

denls who w@re on a Quarte r A traini ng
ass ignment.
,
✓
MONDAY, OCT. 4
Student Co-Op Council Meeting, FAO
196, 2 p.m . All Co-Op students invited
to attend.
·
Co-Op Training oppor1 unities far ma•
)ors in BIi colleges are l isted in t he
Co-ap Office. Inquire In FAD 126 or
Exl. 2171 .

Free Gift with
cha

· Park ing Lot No. a iS now a divided
lot. The North Section of the lot is for
staff and faculty onlv. The South Sect ion of the lot is for students only. Lot
No. SA Is no longe r a sta ff, faculty and
visito r lot ; i.f is now a one:Jiou r student
parking lot . .

Space and Facilities· has moved. The
new · mai ling add ress is AD M 297. Mrs.
Lilli an. · Yor}<s, ADM 292, .Ext. 2◄ 631
Mrs. Linda Darling, ADM 294, Ext.
2463; Mrs. Linda · Mahagan, ·ADM 29◄,
' E xt. 2463; Mrs. Sybil French , ADM 297,
Ext. 2"61; M rs. Paulette Varney, ADM
297, Ext. 2461.
, The Coun seling Center for Human Development, Student Affairs, Is now located in the Andros Cla ssroom Bldg .,
AOC 204.

Learning Lab hours of operation for

Qlr. 1971: Mon., Wed ., & TJ, urs. 9
a.m.-9 p.m .; Tues., & Fri. 9 a.m.~s
p.m.

Straight talk
about college
and you

Campus Date Book
Meeting 1im"es and places of organ iza•
1lons which meet regularly are posted
on UC L obby Bulletin Boa.rds.

_TODAY
VA Advising, 8 a .m., UC 20◄
Pre-Med S1udy Hali, S p.m ., LIF 235
Upward Bound Dinner, 6 :30 p.m. CTR
252 E

Some "f lea market" items of the
USF women's Club are al ready avail•
THURSDAY
abl~. For any of t he following, call •
VA Advising, 8 a.m ., UC 20.t
Mrs. Ralph St evenson, 988-5•78: ki tchen ·
BIS Luncheon, noon. UC 255
chairs, baby crib and mattress, . maple
Secretaries luncheon, noon, UC 256
dinette table with three chairs, baby
UCPC Membership Reception, 8 p.m.,
jumper chair, baby gale, and crib moUC 256 · ·
blle. Fo·r these items, call Mrs. Ray
DeHainaut 932-8969: white uniforms,\
FRI.DAY ·
dllldrens' HalloweE!n cos1unies, ballet
VA Advising, 8 a.m., UC 204
costumes.. box springs for .singl e beds.
South Eastern Workshop, 9 a.m., UC
Items are also still being received . Do•
255
nors should call Mrs. Ray DeHainaut.
UCPC Movie, " Bulch Ca ssidy," 7:30
& 1 P.m., LA N 103
. Guidelines for the National Institutes
Coffee House, 9 p.m., UC Lob by
of Heal1h (NIH) special Research and
UCPC Dance , 9 p,m., RAR 231
Postdoctoral Research Fellowships are
available in the Division of Sponsored.
SATURDAY
Research, LAN105. These fellowships
are designed to support research tra inBIS Conference, 8 a.m., UC 200, 201,
ing In health and health related areas.
215 & 251 .
Disciplines and fiel ds supported include,
English Dept., 9:30 a .m ., La ke Thonoamo ng others, anthropology, behavioral
tosass«
·
sciences, biology, physiology, psycholoBIS Luncheon, neon , UC 255
gy,.. pharma cology, and zoology.
UCPC Movie, " Butch Cass idy," 7:30
& 10 p,m., LAN 103
Staff deca ls have not been recerved.
Apocalypse Coffee House,
p .fl) .
hen~ment-cis -receiv~e --will •nom~IY Ke"!,
'.
1ifY staff.
>SUNDAY
.
secretaries Luncheon ls Sept. 30 at
UCP-C Movie, " Butch Cass idy/' T:30
'nooh in 256. Please phone In reserva & 10 p.m ., LAN 103
tions to M argaret Mann, Ext . 2-411. Cost
of lun~heOf! is S1.50 .
•
MONDAY
Aegean Pictures, 9 a.m., UC 204
Woman's Club Membership Tea, 2
p.m ., UC 248 S
- - Science Fiction Seri es, "War of 1he
Worl ds.'' 9 i>.m. LA N 103

TUESDAY
Aege an senior Portrait
a.m., UC ~04

P ictures, 9

Here rs a sane and -sensitive analysis of college
life which treats you as an adult. It throws out
the college stereotypes and gets down to the
subject at hand without bias.
It speaks as freely- and factually of marijuana
and sex as It does the blunders of the Berkeley
administration during the Free Speech confron•
tatione.
It objectively probes the factors behind such.
topics as Who -Conrrols a·•University, racism,
.s tudy pressures, loneliness and depression,
sex, how to study and why the grad ing system
may be stacked against you.
Finally, it points out that if you want to stay in ·
college, this is the .chance ·in a lifetime to dis• ·
cover yourself. You are removed from the-9 to
5 grind and the biased, if well-intentioned,
family and friends who want you to fit their pre•
conceived image.
I

Co-Op Education

Nameone
thingthat
hasnt gone up
since 1950.

TODAY, SE PT. :19
Career Planning Conferenc e for
dents interested ·In placement on
operative Education training and
signments during Quarter 2 and
p.m ., SOC 12 7.

HOW Tb DO A UNIVERSITY was written by four
Michigan State Univers ity professors in re-spouse to questions raised by thousands cf
incoming students,
One student,' Barbara Hodgson of Mankato
State College said about the section on mental
health that she " ... had fel t every emotion cov•
ered in the section ••• not to any extreme de•
gree; but enough to warrant concem and . .. to
appreciate the knowledge that_eno_ugh i;tudents _.
had gone through-4)1e..safne thing...ta-juslify ·i
clusion in the book."
•,

Of course, one student reviewer doesn't make · 'l
a good book, So why not leaf through it yourself
at the bookstore and see what you think?
'.•

How·ro-oo A UNIVERSITY
By Andrew M. Barclay, William D. Crano.
Cl)arles Tho.mton, all of Michigan State Uni•
verslty, and Arnold Werner, Director, Psychi•
atric Services, Michigan State University.

In your college bookstore in paperback.
stuCo•
as3, 2

11•1

JO~N Wl:EY &SONs7"c., 605 Third Avenue, New Y.ork, N. Y. 10016

FRIDAY, OCT. 1
Deadl ine For completi ng post-training
Interviews with coordinat or s for stu-

1.______: __ _
Try. Try h~rd.
The only thing we can think of
is what we make. The Swing line
."Tgt 50''. Stapler, 98¢ in 1950.
98¢ in 1971.
And it still comes with 1000free
staples and a handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
guaranteed, It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.
And it's the world's biggest
seller. Ct?uld be that's why it
hasn't gone up in price in ·
21 years:
If you're interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Variety and College
Bookstores,

The Swlngline "Tot 50"
9B¢ in 1950. 9B¢in 1971.

You Make The Action

If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
since 1950, let us know. We'll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
1ooo staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25¢ to cover postage
and handling.

In a two-piece
Sweater K:Qit Pants Set.
They come in the
latest fall tones:
Easy-ccilre
and ~ashable.
,

The innavators, .Tampa'• first (and only) flnanclal club far ages 21 to 35, offers you free
checking,- a free safe deposit box, preferred
rates on personal . loans, group travel rates,
maney-management 1emlnars, and discounts
from the following merchants:
William A. Benitez, Photograp!lir
10%
Olin Mott Tire Company
10%
Jppolito's Restaurant
10o/o
David Wayne Limited
10%
Slak/Shak
10%
Stereo-Go-Round
10%-20%
Fraternity Hou1•
Barber Shop
11%-12¼%
The Daisy Pot
10%
Sllk-Chlk Fa1hlan1
10%
10%
The Men's Room
15%
Sea Swank Inc.
Exotic Fins Pat Shops
10%
Palmer Fance Company 10%

Olin• Rent-A-Car
20%
Automotive Parts Inc. .
30%
MalthlWI Currie Ford Co.
10%
Tape Town
20%
The Great Panis Factory
10%
The Waterbed Store •
15%
Docktor Pet Center
10%
Factory Panis Stores
10%
Gourmet Wine & Cheese Shoppes Inc. 10%
Tampa Sklndjvers Inc.
10%
'Tape City
10%
Dan Gaod Liquors Inc.
10%
Michelle's Fa1hlon1
10%
Buddy's Texaco Service Center
10%
D & D Paint and Bpdy Shop
10%
Gordon's Jewelry Co.
10%

For more information about The
Innovators, call Terry, Libby
or Ginny at 223-0192.

THE FIRST nATIOnAL BAnK
OfTAmPA

Dep?~

32-00 s,mman Aff., Lon; hTond C/11, N.Y. 11101

I ;

WUSF sponsors contest,
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Helpline urgently needs
peopl e to man phon es
maximum effectiveness, more
volunteers are needed immeOracle Staff Writer
Help, short for USF's Help- · diately.
line, needs help, according to
ALTHOUGH the crisis inDr. Bernard Lax, faculty advisor for the crisis interven- tervention center does not
now have a crisis, it may be
tion organization.
necessary to have only one
In an interview last week,
Lax said in order for the new person _on duty, instead of ~he
two. _ _ _ _ _'
the_usual
at _
program to operate
__
:._
~~:-=.....:.::..:..:..::..::.:.:

By ROBERT BOYLE

hunt begins for pretty ·girls
WUSF radio and television
is sponsoring the first beauty
contest in USF's history.
Any single woman student
is eligible to enter the contest.
Entrants must submit a resume of , interests, measurements, ambitions after graduation and hometown.
Photographs should show
entrants in casual attire ;

!Lax said Help needs 36 to
46 people to operate properly.
The telephone requires 36 people and another 10 persons
are needed to act as alternates.

7. Entries will be judged the
following day. Submit entries
to WUSF, Library 051.
In conjunction with the contest, the 10 finalists will be en. tered in Sport Magazine's
"Campus Queen" contest.
These 10 women will be in
The winner of the contest competition with e n t r a n t s
will do promotionals for from other universities and
WUSF radio and television.
will be judged solely on photo'
Entry dealine is 9 a.m, Oct. graphs.

bathing suits are optional.
WUSF will have a photographer, Greg Fulton, available
to applicants. The photographer \Vill also ask girls he
spots on campus to enter the ,
contest.

~

Helpline now has 12 to 15
veterans who have been with ·
the program, since its beginning this summer, Lax said . .
IN -ADDITION, he said, the

R-IGHT NOW

I

I

I

decisions are in progress which will shape
the future of USF for a generation.
\

Will THE FACULTY
HAVE A REAL VOICE?
Not without a strong campus organi· zation with state and national support.

organization has 10 to 15 new
people, which must still un-

I

Fri., Oct. 1, 1971, 2-4 P.M., Holiday Inn,
informational drop-in.
Tues., Oct. 26, 1971, 7:30 P.M., Brown
·Bottle at Schlitz,·organizational meetiaJg.

For more information calfAmy Sparks 974-2170

at USF joins the current fight for our ecology.

dergo the special training pro•
gram in crisis intervention.

SORT to conduct

Volunteers are first tested
and screened by USF's Devel•

student opinion

opmental Center, and then
are trained before they are
placed on duty.
The training aids the volunteer, who is sworn to confidentiality,

in

handling

all

types of crisis calls from troubled students. This includes
all types of suicide calls, "bad
trips,•; and referral services

FIND OUT ABOUT THE NATIONAL
SOCIETY OF PROFESSORS

Grounds Departmen t . . .

such as health, legal and psychiatric needs.

DOS

STVDENT

AP..~'i'S

poll RBAD ?

•,

Striving to make the USF
administration more respon•
sive to student interests, the
Student Opinion Research
Team (SORT) will conduct an
opinion survey this term, Dr.
Joe Howell, vice president ·for
Student Affairs said.

personal interview may make
an appointment with the
SORT interviewer H o w e 11
said.

Howell · will report SORT's
findings to USF's president_
and vice president who will
request topics of survey. Hows
ell said that this survey will ·
be used to quickly secure immediate · personal reactions
from a representative sample
of students.

"I hope that students will '
respond to SORT interview•
ers," .Howell sai_d. "Because
each survey will cover a
small representative sample,
the value of the response from
every individual student will
·
be very great."

MEETINGS ARE h el d
every Sunday at the Episcopal Fellowship Hall. Another
"SORT IS JUST one of sev·
meeting will be held during•
the week, when it is deter- eral ways to get better information so that we may promined by those involved, vide better service for st:uwhich is the best time, Lax dents," Howell said.
said.
Each SORT member will be
a specific number of
assigned
Lax said anyone interested
from a compu•
students
can get applications by call- these
terized random sample to be
ing his office, Ext. 2100. He
in person or by
interviewed
reminded students who need
phone.
help from the Helpline, to call
Any student who prefers a
Ext. 2555.

LA
KANC BA

INTERVIEWERS will be
specifically trained to keep
the interviews confidential
and the student's response
will be kept anonymous.

IIOW!

Town house units with two separate
levels, a group living area and your
c,wn room for the private times.
_
' • close to everything • all electric
kitchen • central heat & air c_onditioning
• modem Barcelona style furnishings• Willi
1o wall shag carpeting• private entranceway
• two pools • a modern recreation area

'

Howell invites any student
interested in a given survey
topic to talk with him or Dr.
Margaret Fisher, assistant to
the vice president for Student
Affairs , or any of the other
staff members of Stu~ent Af•
fairs.

INTERVIEWERS will work
with Dr. Fisher. . • '
SORT is part of the In_stitu•
tional ·Research Program in
Student Affairs. SORT partici•
pants will be students _ employed under the Co11ege
Work Study Program.

-

IN·VITES-YO U TO INSPECT THEIR
LATEST AND MOST . MODERN FACILITIES
AT 1910 E. FLETCHER AV·ENU.E
FEATURES WE ARE PROUD OF!

!'egular & bulk cleaning plus:

-Large spacious parkin.g lot
Electric sliding door
Completely air conditioned
Finest equipment available
(52 Westinghouse washers)
Most dryers in Tampa
(20 in one store)
Large and plentiful folding area ·
Living room furniture for your comfort
Student chairs for study
Exclusive game room for play
Drycleaning prices you won 1t believe!

NEW Steam & Clean
ask about it and save money!
Othe.- Coin•O•Magic Laundromats in you.- area

1216 Busch Blvd.
8923 North Blvd.
4814 Busch Blvd.
4018 N. 22nd. st:

